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Welcome

In this current economic climate of uncertainty, we see a convergence of innovative minds, creative solutions and emerging technologies enabling change. IE2010 will cover how PLAY can contribute to both major and minor challenges we are facing in these roaring times. What can we learn from being inventive and playful? And how can interactive entertainment contribute towards facilitating these changes? What do we need as designers, developers, critical thinkers and researchers to consider, bring in, promote when faced with these challenges? What is the role of play in future scenarios?

The Australasian Conference on Interactive Entertainment, in its seventh year, is cross-disciplinary conference that brings together researchers from artificial intelligence, audio, congnitive science, cultural studies, drama, HCI, interactive media, media studies, psychology, computer graphics, as well as researchers from other disciplines working on new interactive entertainment specific technologies or providing critical analysis of games and interactive environments.

During two exciting days at College of Creative Arts of Massey University in Wellington, New Zealand we met to present and discuss research in the area of play and interactive entertainment, including both academic and industry, national and international attendees.

We were also fortunate to have two keynote speakers for the IE2010 conference. Katie Salen, game designer and Professor of Design and Technology, and Director of the Center for Transformative Media at Parsons the New School for design will be joining us from the USA. And our local speaker is noted Art Director Joe Bleakley, known for his creative work on the Lord of the Rings Trilogy and King Kong.

We hope you have enjoyed this IE2010 as much as we did.
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<td></td>
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Abstract
This paper presents findings from a trial of the interactive music software Jam2Jam in a classroom music setting. Jam2Jam is software which allows musical novices to control generative music in real time. It has an interface which enables users to control multiple audio-visual parameters with a single gesture – an approach intended to facilitate complex, conversational interaction. Examination of students’ experiences with Jam2Jam indicates that students find Jam2Jam attractive and that it has considerable potential. However, a number of issues for improvement, particularly a need for increased transparency of operation are identified. Extensions to Jam2Jam which would enable students to incorporate more of their own material into the music and visual they create during jam sessions are also proposed.
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1. Introduction
This paper presents findings from a trial of Jam2Jam conducted at the MLC School, a private girls school located in suburban Sydney, Australia. We examine students’ experiences with Jam2Jam in order to evaluate how effective it was in its current form and identify what changes could be made in order to improve it. We were particularly interested in identifying which aspects of Jam2Jam’s design helped students engage creatively with the software, and in identifying barriers which prevented students from fully engaging with Jam2Jam and unlocking its potential as a teaching and performance tool.

2. Context
MLC School is a large private girls school in Sydney, Australia. Our study involved year 9 and 10 students (14–15 year olds) who participated in the elective music program. Thus, the students were musically experienced, able to read and write music and play acoustic instruments.

2.1 Jam2Jam
Jam2Jam is software which allows musical novices to control generative music in real time [3]. The music is generative in the sense that the computer uses algorithms to compose music based on parameters controlled by the user. Thus, as well as adjusting the volume or mix of instruments that are playing, the user is also able to change the parameters that affect the automated compositional processes applied by the computer.

Basic parameters that can be manipulated include the volume of individual instruments in the mix and the overall tempo of the music. In addition, compositional parameters for each instrument include density (number of notes or beats per time unit), timbre, pitch and articulation style. Each of these parameters is adjusted using on-screen controls.

There are two distinct versions of Jam2Jam: Jam2Jam Gray and Jam2JamAV. In this paper we focus on Jam2Jam AV. When we refer to ‘Jam2Jam’ this is the version we are referring to. The older version will be explicitly referred to as ‘Jam2Jam Gray’.

Jam2Jam Gray uses a more basic user interface based on sliders (figure 1). Users switch between controlling the mix of individual instruments using a standard mixing desk metaphor and controlling the generative music parameters by selecting on-screen tabs.
Jam2Jam AV, on the other hand, provides support for generative video as well as audio and uses a more complex interface (figure 2). In addition to controlling the audio and compositional parameters described above, users are able to mix videos based on pre-recorded video files or live video from a webcam, and control a range of video effects and settings such as kaleidoscope, brightness, ghosting, frame rate and saturation.

Of particular interest is that the interface for Jam2Jam AV is designed to enable users to control multiple audio-visual parameters with a single gesture. As figure 2 shows, icons surround the screen. Each of these is a ‘parameter selection’ icon which corresponds to an audio or visual parameter that can be adjusted by the user. Audio parameter selection icons (instrument volume, density, etc) are arranged on the left and bottom of the screen and visual parameter selection icons (saturation, frame rate, etc) are on the right and top of the screen. Users are able to select parameters for adjustment by clicking on the icons.

In the centre of the screen are five ‘parameter adjustment’ icons. Four of these represent instrumental roles in the sound mix: drums, bass, lead (guitar icon) and chords (keyboard icon). Moving these icons around the space in the middle of the screen adjusts whichever parameters have been selected using the parameter selection icons around the screen edge. The fifth icon (webcam) is used exclusively to adjust the selected video parameters.

For example, if the user selects the volume icon on the left of screen, then moving the drum kit icon up and down will adjust the volume of the rhythm track, moving the bass guitar icon will adjust the volume of bass in the mix, etc. If the volume parameter alone is selected for adjustment in this way, then Jam2Jam AV is effectively working like a basic mixing desk - moving instrument icons up and down changes their volume in the music being generated.

Where things get more complex is when more than one parameter adjustment icon is selected. It is possible, for example, for the user to select the volume parameter selection icon on the left of screen and the timbre parameter selection icon on the bottom of screen. This means that moving an instrument icon up and down will adjust its volume and moving it left and right will adjust its timbre.

This feature enables the two dimensional gestures made with the mouse to be ‘cross coupled’: one gesture affects two parameters. Cross coupling is a key feature of acoustic instruments - increasing volume on a brass instrument also affects timbre and pitch, for example - but, because of the separation of control interface and sound production inherent in electronic music, it is often not present in computer based instruments. Experiments, most notably those conducted by Hunt [6, 5], have shown that cross coupling is an effective strategy for enhancing the expressiveness of computer-based musical instruments.

Cross coupling is a strategy to enable musical interactions which are ‘conversational’ [7, 8]. In conversational interactions the user and computer share control over the music in much the same way that musicians in a more traditional ensemble do. While the user may at times seek to explicitly direct the performance, at other times they will surrender control and let the computer shift the performance in new, possibly unexpected, musical directions. Past studies involving professional musicians have indicated that if a computer’s musical response to a given input is completely predictable it is unlikely to trigger conversational interactions [7]. Obviously though, a computer response which has no apparent relationship to the actions of the user is equally problematic. The key to effective conversational interactions is finding a balance between controllability and complexity.

Jam2Jam provides additional scope for conversational interaction by allowing multiple users to share control of the interface. When two users are running Jam2Jam on a network, they are able to link together, which enables joint control of the music and visuals. When one user moves an icon on their screen the corresponding icon moves on the other user’s screen and vice versa. Thus conversational interaction can occur between each user and Jam2Jam, and also between users through Jam2Jam.

3. METHOD

This paper is primarily focused on examining students’ experiences with Jam2Jam. This is part of a larger program of creative work and research in the area of designing for musical expression that the first author has been conducting for several years. As part of this work, a research framework aimed at linking design and evaluation has been developed. In this section we will describe this framework in order to place the Jam2Jam evaluations in context.

At a high level our approach draws on action research and design science, in that we attempt to improve understanding of the nature of musical expression by actively developing strategies and techniques to support it. By carefully examining the impact of our work in real-world contexts we are able refine our designs but also, and perhaps more importantly in the long run, improve understanding of musical expression more broadly.

A simplified view of an action research approach is shown in Figure 1. This very simple process involves drawing on literature and past experience to develop a theory and plan of action. This plan of action is implemented and the effects...
Thus, in the case of Jam2Jam, theories of musical expression, interaction design and software development lead to the development of software which is in a sense an embodiment of these theories. By carefully observing Jam2Jam in use we are able to reflect and draw conclusions that lead us to refine our theories of creative interaction and improve the design.

Other authors have provided a rationale for the design of Jam2Jam [3, 4]. Our focus in this paper is on examining its impact in a particular context and reflecting on the implications the experiences of particular users have for its future development.

### 3.1 Human Computer Interaction

Several authors have recognised the potential of human-computer interaction (HCI) techniques to investigate the experiences of performers who use musical interfaces. In general, the approach has been to use quantitative techniques from HCI which tend to equate interface effectiveness with efficiency. Wanderley and Orio [13], for example, propose a series of “musical tasks” which might be used in order to evaluate how effectively an input device can support expressive performance. These tasks are intended to create a kind of benchmark which will make it easier to compare one interface device with another. The intention is that these benchmark figures, derived as they are from formal studies of users doing prescribed musical tasks, might complement traditional technical measures of device capabilities such as output rate and precision.

This would certainly be worthwhile. However, this approach is very much focused on the devices and their ability to efficiently translate the intentions of the user into parameters for the computer. The experiences of the users who use the devices, being hard to quantify, are comparatively neglected.

Kiefer, et al [9] draw on Wanderley and Orio’s task-based approach but extend it by gathering qualitative data during interviews with study participants. They found that analysis of the interview data provided significant insights, surfacing a number of unexpected issues and suggestions from users for alternate uses of the controllers they were evaluating. Of particular interest is their observation that the findings based on quantitative data “seemed to be a limited measure of the device compared to the subtlety of the participants’ observations”.

Stowell, et al [12] present a qualitative evaluation method based on Discourse Analysis which they applied to a voice-based interface they developed. Unlike the more restricted task-based approach, the participants in their study were not given specific musical tasks to complete but were instead encouraged to explore the interface in their own way, at least initially. Following the free exploration, participants were played some example recordings created using the interface and asked to use these as inspiration for creating their own work. Finally, a semi-structured interview was conducted in which video recordings of the participant’s session with the interface were sometimes used to stimulate discussion. Of particular interest was the use of discourse analysis techniques to analyse the interview transcripts. The use of structured qualitative analysis methods such as these is one way to maintain rigour without compromising relevance by forcing study participants to only perform actions which are easily measurable.

The work described by Kiefer et al and Stowell is significant because it broadens the scope of what constitutes ‘evaluation’ in this context, recognising that while ergonomics and efficiency are important, they are not the primary determinants of the quality of a musical interface. This thinking is reflected in the broader field of HCI, where there has been recognition that the task-based approach alone is inadequate, particularly when considering software intended to support creative work. A number of HCI researchers therefore have turned their attention to the ‘user experience’ (eg. [1, 10]).

Just how to approach this is a difficult issue. As we have discussed, ‘traditional’ approaches have focused on measuring user performance when carrying out various well-defined tasks such as navigating a web-site or entering figures into a spreadsheet. Software designed to facilitate musical expression presents a problem in this context as it is difficult to formulate tasks to assign to users which are measurable but also meaningful [13]. If the aim was to produce a general-purpose musical instrument for performing traditional music, then evaluation would be simpler. Tasks such as playing a scale, trilling, etc. could be assigned and measurements made to ascertain how successfully users were able to execute them. The benefit of this approach is that it would be possible to somewhat objectively compare two different musical instruments in terms of this restricted definition of playability. However, where a new ‘instrument’ is intended to create new and unusual sounds - to explore new languages of composition and performance - this approach is problematic. Part of the rationale for creating new musical interfaces is that they disrupt performers’ ways of thinking about music so that they are stimulated to try new ways of playing and composing. Attempting to determine how effectively they enable performance of current styles of music might be
interesting, but it would not facilitate learning about how to design instruments which encourage divergent thinking.

Researchers in the broader field of Human-Computer Interaction have recognised the limitations of task-focussed approaches and are proposing new ways of thinking about ‘evaluation’ in the context of systems which have uses that are open to a range of interpretations. Sengers and Gaver [11], for example, argue that interaction designers are becoming less concerned with designing software which unambiguously conveys and supports a clearly defined ‘purpose’. They propose that HCI needs to support interactions in which users may have multiple interpretations of what a system is for and how it works. ‘Evaluation’ in this context goes beyond identifying whether users’ interpretations of a system’s purpose and behaviour matches the designer’s anticipated interpretation. Rather, “evaluation shifts from de-

3.2 Approach

Our approach has been to focus on two key areas:

1. Examination of students’ experiences with Jam2Jam in the context of the meaningful engagement matrix [4] and modes of interaction [7, 8].

2. Identifying opportunities for improvement in the design of Jam2Jam.

In order to study students’ experiences with Jam2Jam, we conducted a series of interviews with students as they used it. The author, equipped with a small digital video camera, moved about the classroom observing (and recording) the students as they explored Jam2Jam. Students thoughts and opinions were actively solicited during this time. In general, open questions were used to encourage students to verbalise their experiences and to help reduce the effects of interviewer bias. However, the aim of the study was to get as rich a picture as possible of the students’ experiences with Jam2Jam and this was prioritised over consistency of procedure. In essence, the process was more akin to a user dialog than usability testing [2].

In addition, an interview with the classroom music teacher, James Humberstone, was conducted after the students’ sessions with Jam2Jam. The aim was to get additional perspective on the use of Jam2Jam in the music program at MLC and to identify areas for improvement.

The software Transana [15] was used to facilitate analysis of the 4.5 hours of video that was gathered. Transana is open source software for conducting qualitative analysis of video and audio data. In particular, it facilitates the annotation of video with keywords and comments as well as tools for grouping related video clips together based on these keywords. This enables the researcher to build hypothesis and gather evidence through detailed examination of both the verbal comments and responses of the musicians and their behaviour while using the software.

4. FINDINGS

4.1 Usability Issues

Students were initially asked to simply play with Jam2Jam and see what they could do with it. During this session the researcher moved about the room with a small handheld video camera, observing what the students were doing and asking students about their experiences.

Students were attracted to Jam2Jam and understood the underlying idea that it allowed them to control various musical properties by moving icons around the screen. The fact that the selection icons around the outside of the screen determined which audio/visual parameters the moving icons adjusted was intuitively understood by most students.

However, beyond this, several characteristics of the interface prevented them from really grasping the details of specifically how to establish control over what Jam2Jam was doing. The main aspects which inhibited students’ ability to establish control over Jam2Jam were:

- Lack of clarity of whether icons around the outside of the screen were selected or deselected.
- Difficulty recognising the internal state of Jam2Jam. Changing some parameters had immediately perceivable impact on either sounds or visuals but others were more subtle and hard to pick up.
- The link between the icons around the outside of the screen and the movement of the movable icons was unclear. Students at times selected an icon on the bottom of the screen for example and then moved a movable icon in the vertical direction. Intuitively they felt it should have an effect but because there was no horizontal movement the music produced by Jam2Jam was unaffected.
- Because they didn’t realise which musical parameters the parameter selection icons referred to - and were not always able to identify this through experimentation - students needed guidance (from the teacher or from the Jam2Jam documentation) to get started. Comments from students included: “With the manual it makes it completely understandable...” and, “I realised that if you moved them around it would change but I didn’t know why.”

Mostly, these issues are easily addressed and do not relate to the core functionality of Jam2Jam. Subsequent releases of Jam2Jam for example have improved the visual design to some degree so that it is now much clearer whether icons are selected or deselected.

Making the state of Jam2Jam more readily perceivable is a design challenge relating to both the visual design and the algorithms used to manipulate the generated audio. One aspect of Jam2Jam’s interface which caused recurring confusion with students, particularly in the early stages, was that the link between the icons around the outside of the screen and the movement of the movable icons was unclear. Students at times selected an icon on the bottom of the screen
for example and then moved a movable icon in the vertical direction. Intuitively they felt it should have an effect but because there was no horizontal movement the music produced by Jam2Jam was unaffected.

This comparatively minor problem is compounded though when movement in the correct direction doesn’t result in audible change. This is usually because the instrument that has been selected is not sounding at the time. For example, if the keyboard icon moved in the horizontal direction while the ‘timbre’ parameter is selected on the bottom row, the timbre of the keyboard sound will normally be altered. However, if the keyboard is not sounding at the time then moving this icon will appear to have no effect – at least until the keyboard begins playing again. It should be noted that while students were often confused by Jam2Jam in the early stages, they remained interested and did not appear to become frustrated:

Researcher: So, before you figured that out, were you getting frustrated because you can’t figure [it] out?
Student 1: No.
Student 2: We were just enjoying the sounds, dragging them around. We knew that they were changing.

While these students were unable to articulate exactly what was happening and how their actions were linked to what Jam2Jam was producing, they could hear that there was a link and were happy to enjoy them without necessarily needing to control them.

4.2 Engagement
Dillon et al [4] categorise users’ interactions with Jam2Jam into a set of categories they call the ‘meaningful engagement matrix’. This matrix is made up of five different ‘modes of creative engagement’ which are linked to three aspects of musical meaning. The modes of creative engagement are:

- “Appreciating – listening carefully to music and analysing music representations.”
- Selecting – making decisions about musical value and relationships
- Directing – managing music making activities
- Exploring – searching through musical possibilities and assessing their value
- Intuiting – participating in intuitive music making.” [4], p. 6

The aspects of musical meaning which complete the matrix relate the actions of the user to the socio-cultural context within which they take place. As the students in our study primarily interacted with Jam2Jam as a stand-alone (rather than networked) instrument, we did not examine these social aspects of their jamming in detail.

We did, however, note that the students primarily interacted with Jam2Jam AV in either the ‘appreciating’ or ‘exploring’ mode. We did not see students move into the other modes, primarily because they failed to establish a sufficient degree of control over the performance. Dillon et al [4] describe engagement with Jam2Jam Grey as being primarily in ‘exploring’ and ‘appreciating’ (see p.6). They described more advanced users as moving into ‘selecting’ and ‘directing’ modes at times. The students in our study (using the newer Jam2Jam interface) didn’t appear to make this jump.

The comments by this year 9 student illustrate how a lack of instrumental control over Jam2Jam may have contributed to this:

“...Just then we actually changed the music. Which was the first time that happened. Not just speeding it up or slowing it down - the music actually changed. And that was the breakthrough. But I don’t know how we did it!”

Likewise, Dillon et al [4] describe students using Jam2Jam Grey gaining insights into styles by noticing for example that hip hop slowed down sounds like reggae. The newer Jam2Jam AV interface did not seem to provide this same insight as the changes made to the interface seemed to have more complex, unpredictable effects. Because they could not establish clear links between their actions and the resulting musical changes it was hard for them to gain musical insights of this type.

Interestingly, Jam2Jam Grey was trialed by a few students who found it installed on the lab machines. They found that while less immediately visually appealing, it was simpler to understand and manipulate:

“...It is a lot simpler, because you got all the things in one. Because you can see which way the things are going.”

One student in particular articulated a key difference between Jam2Jam AV and Jam2Jam Grey:

“It depends like what you want to do with the software. Like if you just want to play with things I guess this [Jam2Jam AV] is alright. But like if you actually want to like perfect music with it then you should do the sliding bars [Jam2Jam Grey]. Because that would be a lot easier.”

This student identifies how the playfulness of Jam2Jam AV comes at the expense of controllability. The transparency of Jam2Jam Grey tends to encourage an instrumental (or ‘directing’) approach in which the music is ‘perfected’. The lack of control she felt with Jam2Jam AV tended to lead her to a more ‘playful’ approach.

At the end of one of the classes some of the students discussed which ‘audience’ Jam2Jam AV would be best suited
to. One student suggested that it would be best targeted at “Young kids...before (grade 4 to 5)”. She felt that the colourful graphics and video would be appealing to this age group. However, she felt that “older kids” (their age), would find a program such as GarageBand more appealing because “...it has a lot more features in it. Like you can mess around with more sounds”. This student also suggested that being able to load in her own songs and then use the Jam2Jam controls to remix and edit in real time would make the software more appealing.

Another student disagreed that Jam2Jam AV was best targeted at young kids “...because to understand how it works...you need to like have a basic understanding of music in general.” She felt that understanding concepts such as density and articulation would require a higher level of musical skill. She felt that the visuals were appealing to both older and younger students but that younger students would lack the necessary musical understanding to meaningfully control the sound and musical parameters that Jam2Jam users control.

4.3 Design Issues and Suggestions

A number of issues and suggestions for further refinement of Jam2Jam AV emerged from the sessions. The most often repeated comment was that students would like to be able to upload their own music and videos into Jam2Jam and use its features to manipulate and vary that music. While they didn’t mind the tunes generated by Jam2Jam, they felt that being able to provide their own music would enhance their engagement with the software. Several students mentioned that software such as GarageBand was more enjoyable for them because it provided them with features for manipulating their own material and thus provided more variety.

Researcher: So in which ways is GarageBand better do you think? What do you enjoy more about it?

Student: The variety of sounds. Like the variety of like clips and you can upload your own like... little sound samples into it.

Later, this student went on to say that if Jam2Jam was able to be made more complex it would be more appealing to older students. She thought Jam2Jam in its current form was appealing particularly to younger children, but that it should be able to be reconfigured to provide greater complexity for more advanced students.

“If you like added complexity to it, so in like separate files, so you can do a really complex version, and like give a simple version to kids.”

We see this as a request for a musical application which has a “low ‘entry fee’ with no ceiling on virtuosity” [14]. Jam2Jam has many features which attract students. They like the idea of mixing music and visuals in real-time, but they didn’t seem to make the step to using Jam2Jam as an expressive instrument.

Because of bugs (addressed in subsequent releases), the students experience of networked jamming was limited. Even when students did manage to connect Jam2Jam with other students in the room they found it frustrating that they were unable to determine who they were actually jamming with. If Jam2Jam were able to make the identity of the networked jamming partner more visible it could help students focus on collaborative jamming. The following quote illustrates a situation which often arose:

Student: We changed the background as well but the actual melody seemed to go to a variation or something. Something we did changed it.

Researcher: But you’re not exactly sure what it was that changed it?

Student: No I’m still not sure what’s changing mine.

Researcher: Is that frustrating for you?

Student: Um, a little bit. Yeah because sometimes I don’t know if I’m clicking it or if someone else is clicking it, cause I don’t know who I’m with. If I knew who I was with it might be a bit more helpful.

This student went on to suggest that the webcam could be used to put other jammers’ faces on or next to the icons they were moving that this would help make the behaviour of Jam2Jam more understandable.

4.4 Teachers’ Perspective

After the sessions with the students, the author and the MLC instrumental music teacher, James Humberstone, met to reflect on what had occurred and discuss possible future directions for Jam2Jam. This discussion was video recorded and analysed with the help of Transana. In this section I will detail these ideas, several of which have already begun to be incorporated into more recent versions of Jam2Jam.

James’ key concern was that Jam2Jam did not provide musical experiences which were complex enough to justify its inclusion in the musical curriculum at MLC beyond one-off special classes. He wondered whether a way could be found to allow students to create their own customised musical content for Jam2Jam as he sees this as a way to more fully engage students both compositionally and instrumentally. He believes this could be a way to integrate repertoire being studied by the class into Jam2Jam sessions. Using Jam2Jam to explore this repertoire could enhance student engagement with this material by using the Jam2Jam controls and interface as a vehicle to explore it in new ways. In order to achieve this though, Jam2Jam needs to provide better support for instrumental improvisational performance.

“To me I really want to take the element of improvisation and performance much further with the software. I feel that we’d certainly exhausted everything that the year 9’s and 10’s could do with it – and fair enough, they’re quite old, musically literate kids. But...even for younger children, there’s only a certain amount that you can do with the sliders that are given and the variation of audio and video. So I would really like to
see future tools that would allow a higher level of improvisational control.”

James felt that earlier versions of Jam2Jam (Jam2Jam Gray) were better in this respect. In the classes, several students found this application and felt that it was easier to feel a direct link between their actions and the sounds produced by the software.

“And in the earlier version of Jam2Jam, which wasn’t half as, um, attractive as this one. But you could do things like change the chord progression which was going on. So that gives you quite big control.”

James went on to say that it was critical for students to feel ownership of the music they were creating. The move (in more recent versions of Jam2Jam AV) to allow students to bring their own music into Jam2Jam is a very positive step in this direction. Improved support for instrumental control would also help students feel ownership of their real-time performances as well as the compositions being used as source material.

“I think the students have to be able to feel some ownership of it – at any age at some point. And as I say it’s very engaging as it is and you know, you make the changes with the sliders. But to go to the next level, to make them want to use it again and again and to integrate it more completely into an ongoing music curriculum I think it has to have that next level [of support for bringing content into Jam2Jam].”

Another way to add depth to the students’ experience with Jam2Jam would be to allow students to see the music being generated in traditional music notation. James argues that this would allow musically literate students to more readily perceive what Jam2Jam is doing:

“For students that are musically literate it would enable them to analyse more closely the changes that they are making. As well as hearing them - and we’ve already said sometimes those changes aren’t always easy to hear - they’d be able to see them.”

A variation on providing a traditional notation view of the music Jam2Jam is producing could be to provide students with access to the Jam2Jam code that is generating the music. Jam2Jam is essentially an interface which allows users to adjust parameters for generative processes that produce music. If students were able to see, and perhaps modify, the underlying algorithms which generate this music, it would provide them with yet another perspective on music and composition, and add depth to their experience with Jam2Jam.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Based on our observations we have identified some key areas to address in the design of Jam2Jam. First, basic usability needs to be improved to remove unnecessary impediments to full engagement. Previous studies indicate that conversational interaction requires a degree of instrumental control. Performers want and expect a certain degree of autonomy from music software used in live performance - in the sense that its responses should be surprising at times [8, 7]. However, for the interaction to be conversational, these responses need to be clearly related to the input from the user. As we have discussed, the ability of Jam2Jam to cross-couple two audio and visual parameters should encourage conversational interactions by increasing the complexity of the audio-visual response to user input. However, this falls down when users are sometimes unable to perceive whether their input is having any effect at all.

This leads to the second area for improvement: making the internal state of Jam2Jam more evident. As we have pointed out, if students adjust parameters of an instrument that is not sounding at the time there will be no audible indication that their actions are having any effect. In addition, the only visible indication that they are having an effect is movement of the icon. In order to address this issue either the effect of the user’s actions on the parameter must be made more visible (eg. by increasing or decreasing the size of a bar next to the icon) or the state of the icon should indicate whether an instrument is sounding or silent (eg. by altering transparency). That is, when the effect of the parameter change will not be audible, it should either be made visible, or the fact that the parameter change will have no effect should be conveyed.

A related area for improvement is in enhancing the visibility of the connection between Jam2Jam partners. Currently Jam2Jam does not identify the jamming partner in any way. As we have observed, this can lead to frustration because users see their icons being moved about but don’t necessarily associate this with musical actions of another person. Simple measures such as overlaying the name (or better, a photo) of the networked jammer on the icon they are currently moving could help enhance the networked jamming experience.

The teacher and students involved in this study are keen to see extensions to Jam2Jam which would enable users to incorporate more of their own material into the music and visuals they create during jam sessions. As we have outlined, Jam2Jam does not play pre-recorded music but instead allows students to control parameters for algorithms which generate the music in real-time. Within this paradigm, students could for example begin to explore the creation of their own algorithms to create unique rhythms or melodies. This would provide more advanced students (such as those in the elective music program we studied) with scope for more in-depth engagement with Jam2Jam and potentially give students new perspectives on compositional processes.

In this paper we have examined the experiences of teacher and students at MLC with Jam2Jam. Our focus has been on how Jam2Jam could be improved and enhanced to provide users with a more expressive and flexible tool for collaborative audio-visual performance. While we have been critical
of some aspects of Jam2Jam, it is important to stress that we see the Jam2Jam in its current form is a great foundation upon which to build. Dillon et al [4] describe Jam2Jam as the “xylophone of computer music” and point out that using computers in this context seems intrinsically attractive to most students. Our observations back this up—the students were interested in Jam2Jam and immediately understood and were attracted to the notion of collaborative audio-visual jamming. We hope that the work we have described here encourages others to explore the use of Jam2Jam in the classroom and will enable those who design new technologies for musical expression to draw on the lessons we have learned.
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Realistic artificial intelligence in video games is important to developers in the games industry. It helps to better immerse the player and keep them in a state of flow. In order to achieve this it is important to design computer opponents to behave and react similarly to human players. In this study we designed a model of human behaviour for a specific interactive component in gaming (aiming). It was built using player game play data and user opinion regarding the subject. The result was a system of behaviour akin to that of human players.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As games and virtual technologies become more advanced, it is necessary for non-player characters (NPCs) to be portrayed more realistically. Unlike human players, non-player characters are often restricted to non-situational and often inappropriate algorithms that determine their actions during play. While many of these actions closely mimic human thought and response patterns (such as prioritizing), others like aiming and dodging in First Person Shooter games are often considered to be evidently ‘bot-like’ in their execution. This execution is often considered unfair and unrealistic and leaves many players opting for real life opponents for more competitive or balanced play.

To create a gaming experience where unpredictability and randomness occur, we need to purposefully design for the many limitations inherent in human behavior. Such design better mimics play against human opponents. While this could be coined as ‘artificial stupidity’, it should be considered as an attempt to model the ‘uncertainty’ that human players exhibit in gaming. This paper reveals a method of creating human-like game AI that is both modeled on and representative of human reactions and behaviors when aiming in First Person Shooter (FPS) games. Through the use of a detailed user study and data analysis process, a basic model of designing more realistic NPC interactions has been developed. This model addresses the aims of the project: to identify differing aspects of interaction between human and artificial players; to formulate a design framework based on these differences that can be practically implemented; and to test this framework in a simple prototype.

2. BACKGROUND

One particular component of video games that is often overlooked is the level of complexity and realism that is found within its Non Player Character (NPC) artificial intelligence (AI). NPCs in games can range from enemies to characters merely used to make the scene seem more realistic. They are controlled by some form of AI that in turn defines their activities and behaviour.

When interacting with video games or virtual environments, human players become immersed in the atmosphere and environment of the game world. However, inconsistencies in games remind the player that it is just a game, breaking their ‘suspension of disbelief’ [4]. No clearer can this be seen than in FPS games, where programmed ‘bots’ interact directly with human players. NPCs have game state giving them a distinct advantage over the human player, especially where coordinate space locations are concerned [3]. Artificial behaviours such as flawless accuracy, extrapolation and extraordinary reaction times result in NPC opponents that are unrealistic. From a game play point of view, the bots can be seen as cheating [5].

![Figure 1. Game Flow](image-url)
The ideal immersive game experience, called Flow [1], usually lies between the realms of boredom and frustration/anxiety. Boredom correlates directly with a player’s skill level and frustration relates to how hard the game is (see Figure 1). Failure of NPCs to behave like human players can destroy a game’s immersive experience. This is especially the case in FPS games that exhibit unrealistic traits, such as perfect accuracy in aiming a weapon.

This paper examines the question of how bot behavior affects player immersion with the view of creating new models of AI that better map to human behavior and consequently produce more engaging game play.

3. USER STUDY

In order to better understand player views of bot behaviours, a user study was conducted. This study examined the experiences of expert FPS game players while playing a popular 3D FPS game, Quake 3: Arena [2]. A total of twenty-one participants were required to play a single 30 frag (kill) death-match session against seven bots of the same skill type. The participants were aged between 18 and 23, and all had experience playing FPS games. Roughly 50% of players had played Quake 3 before with over 80% having played similar a game. The bots they competed against were chosen specifically for their varied play styles which ranged from reckless to cautious. The play sessions were recorded in-game. The participants were also given a short questionnaire regarding their opinions of their play session, the bots they competed against and the test itself. Questions related to the perceived difficulty of the bots, the suitability of bot behaviour and the level of challenge encountered.

3.1 User Study Results

The questionnaire results showed that participants were concerned with the level of believability and execution of certain bot behaviours. Almost all participants mentioned some aspect of the bot’s navigation, aiming and tracking of other players. Concerns about aiming and the bots’ ability to use certain weapons were identified by 66% of study participants.

Another behaviour that was identified was that of a bot’s enhanced ability to see the player character. Approximately 62% of participants were uncomfortable with the bot’s ability to lock onto their presence and found that even when they were occluded from direct line-of-sight, the bot could still find and target them without error. The participant Sin described this when he mentioned that “They are able to tell where you are if you attempt to sneak up on them”.

Of particular interest was a comparative analysis of two questionnaire questions. The first asked participants to identify aspects of bot AI behavior that they felt was unrealistic (question 1). The second asked players to reflect on their own game play performance, looking for details on game play experience that was challenging or hard to master (question 2). In both questions players were asked to comment on key areas of FPS game play such as predicting enemy behavior, targeting and aiming, movement, navigation, weapon usage and resource acquisition. Table 1 details the percentage of positive responses to both questions. The highlighted sections show aspects that were seen to be both difficult for players and unrealistically represented in the AI. This is important to recognize as it denotes a perceived imbalance between the activities by the participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Question 1 %</th>
<th>Question 2 %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Predicting enemy behavior</td>
<td>61.9%</td>
<td>61.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area awareness</td>
<td>57.14%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of line of sight</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aiming</td>
<td>66.67%</td>
<td>42.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Acquiring</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>47.61%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movement</td>
<td>52.38%</td>
<td>38.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation</td>
<td>33.33%</td>
<td>66.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weapon Usage</td>
<td>23.8%</td>
<td>33.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pickups/Resources</td>
<td>28.57%</td>
<td>38.09%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. User study question results

The game play data showed a much more detailed picture of each player’s experience. Each video was examined with relation to questionnaire comments. Parallels were easy to identify. The game play data provided a solid visual database of player’s interactions with the artificial opponents. Specifically, certain trends were seen in player’s styles of interaction which were common across the field. Players would react to the presence of an enemy by either moving or aiming in its direction (usually a combination of both). This was approximately estimated in degrees throughout the footage analysis (see Figure 2). Participant orientation adjustment and rotation speed were dependant on the duration and speed at which they pressed keys and moved the mouse. This was measured precisely to 0.033* (30 frames/sec) of a second.

Figure 2. Visual Data Analysis

It was found that the distance an enemy was from the player determined the time taken for a player to adjust their orientation and rotation. The speed at which players undertook these activities usually affected the accuracy of their initial shot/s. It was also found that a player who acted more slowly in targeting at long distances with a large degree of rotation/orientation change were more successful than players who acted quickly in the same circumstance (see Figure 3).

Similarly, acting quickly at short range where rotation/orientation changes were smaller was beneficial. It was also observed that
when a target was further away, a player would take longer to aim than when it was close. This is because of both the danger in proximity and level of precision necessary at longer ranges (i.e. smaller target).

The detailed examination of video footage provides the basis for a model of human aiming tendencies within First Person Shooter games. Figure 4 outlines this model.

Figure 3. Accuracy Factor

The detailed examination of video footage provides the basis for a model of human aiming tendencies within First Person Shooter games. Figure 4 outlines this model.

Figure 4. Model of Human Aiming Tendencies

4. DESIGN FRAMEWORK

The design framework uses the data from the user study to create a model of human aiming and tracking tendencies. Development of a framework that accurately represented a human’s ability to aim and see targets has been specifically built around the player’s perspective, focussing on what players find challenging and where they feel bots have a distinct advantage. The framework defines the following key features of FPS bot AI design:

- **90-120 degree field of view (FoV) of the game world**: A bot is only able to see what was within this FoV.

- **Aiming is modelled on the human aiming behaviours**: A bot aims and targets following an algorithm based on rotation direction and speed derived mathematically from user study data. Aiming within the model is implemented by turning the information gathered from the model in Figure 4 into basic rules that control the speed and duration of a bot’s aiming vector. This data can be acquired by measuring the enemy’s distance from the bot and the distance from its centre of aim.

- **Line of sight vision**: A bot’s field of view simulates that of a human player, and takes into account target occlusion (see Figure 5). Using this model, occluded targets are invisible to the bot. Target occlusion may be effectively implemented using a conical plane as a two dimensional physical representation of a player’s FoV.

5. CONCLUSION

The devised model portrays how human players aim and see in FPS games. It proposes realistic aiming and targeting as well as a simple line of sight system. It is believed that the combination of these two attributes provides a more realistic and human-like method of aiming for AI agents in competitive games. The model is designed using both quantitative and qualitative data from experienced human players. The data analysis was used to identify the disparate qualities of AI bots and human players and to detect the subtle activities and behaviours that differentiate the two.

The ideas raised in this paper address a central area of concern for modern game developers. As games become more complex and life-like, so must the underlying design decisions manipulating their technologies. Artificially intelligent NPCs employing a realistic and human-like method of aiming should provide a more enjoyable and immersive gaming experience to players. The aiming techniques employed by FPS bots within the new framework would appear to be more natural and more consistent with how players behave.
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ABSTRACT
As real time strategy games are becoming increasingly complex and large scale, new interaction methods need to be explored to overcome the limitations found in conventional interaction methods. This paper explores sketching as an interaction technique, and discusses some of the advantages and disadvantages of sketching for spatial tasks, which are common in real time strategy games. The paper describes two novel sketch interaction techniques for giving precise orders to units - a technique for selecting groups of units, and a technique for specifying movement paths. The paper reports on a user study to evaluate these techniques. Our results show no significant time advantage for sketching when selecting groups of units, however the results for sketching movement paths suggest the sketching technique is faster.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Real time strategy (RTS) games require users to give many commands in a time constrained situation. Users must constantly micromanage their units, buildings and resources, with professional RTS gamers often aiming to execute 100-300 actions per minute. There are many types of actions in RTS games, such as producing units, placing buildings and harvesting resources. Some of them are spatial/geographic in nature, such as selecting a group of units or specifying paths a unit should move along. Many of the interaction techniques used in RTS games are inherited from conventional software, and they do not appear to be ideal for the spatial/geographic tasks they must accomplish.

Sketching with a mouse, tablet or touch-screen as an input mechanism for creating diagrams or editing graphics has been around since Ivan Sutherland’s seminal Sketchpad[4] system and is used widely today. However sketching as an interaction technique for other applications has not been widely studied.

Interactive sketching (as used in this paper) refers to free-hand drawing that is interpreted as a command or command parameter. This type of interaction provides a natural way to issue spatial/geographic commands, such as those needed in RTS games. Sketching has long been used in the United States military for planning battle strategies, an activity sharing many similar tasks to those found in RTS games; recent efforts to digitise the battle strategy system they use has shown sketching to be an effective method of conveying spatial/geographic commands[3]. Sketch interaction was used in nuWar[2], a turn based strategy game, and it is reasonable to expect RTS games might share many of the advantages in such a system.

This paper explores the use of sketch interaction within the context of RTS games for two components of commands — specifying paths and selecting a set of units. Although sketching might seem “natural” for such spatial/geographic tasks, sketching requires carefully controlled movements and may not always be more efficient than the point and click methods used at present. Section 2 describes two implemented sketching techniques which we believe will enable efficient spatial commands for RTS games, and sections 3 and 4 discuss user experiments to identify the conditions under which the sketching techniques are more effective than point and click techniques.

2. TWO SKETCHING TECHNIQUES

The obvious implementations for selecting units and specifying paths are to allow the user to draw a boundary around the units or sketch a path. Our initial explorations made it clear that for simple situations, the standard point-and-click techniques were faster than pure sketching. We therefore developed two sketching techniques that also allowed the user to utilise some elements of the point-and-click techniques where appropriate. We implemented the techniques as part of a simple game engine.

2.1 Sketching to Select
In all RTS games, units must be selected before a command can be issued to them. The conventional method of selecting a group of objects is the selection box — a rectangular bounding box created by dragging the mouse from
corner to corner. The selection box is problematic when the units to be selected are in a complex configuration since multiple selection boxes must be chained together (using a modifier key), which can decrease efficiency. Also, when selecting units over a large area, visualising where the edge of the box will be once it is fully drawn is difficult and it is easy for users to miss required targets or select unwanted objects.

Sketch selection allows users to draw a freehand boundary around the units they wish to select, which allows for precise control, overcoming the limitations of the selection box. The user is not required to complete the boundary — if they stop at some point, then the boundary will be completed with a straight line (which is visible at all times). Sketching is faster and easier when only part of the boundary requires precise control. Figure 1 shows three different collections of units of varying complexity, and a sketched boundary. Arrangement C shows a straight line at the top of the sketch where the system has automatically completed the boundary.

The conventional selection box can be combined with single click and double click selections. This is equally true for sketch selection.

2.2 Sketching Movement Paths

Moving units is typically achieved in RTS games by clicking the desired destination after one or more units are selected, which creates a waypoint. Units then walk in a straight line from their current location to the waypoint, usually with some type of path-finding to allow them to bypass obstacles. If more control is required, for example if units must stay close to the edge of a forest to avoid detection, multiple waypoints must be manually placed using a modifier key to chain the multiple commands together.

Our path sketching technique allows the user to either drag the mouse to sketch a component of the path or to click to set a waypoint. A sequence of clicking and dragging will specify a complete path, where the segments around waypoints are filled in with straight line segments. This allows a combination of sketching and clicking commands to be issued as appropriate to different sections of the path. Figure 2 shows an example of this.

This combination allows single waypoints to be placed as normal for simple parts of the path, combined with sketching for precise control of any complex parts of the path, enabling the advantages of both kinds of interaction, and therefore maximising the speed.

3. USER STUDY

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the two novel sketch techniques, we undertook a user study consisting of a pilot study followed by two experiments, one for each technique. Both experiments involved comparing the participants’ performances on a task using both the conventional and sketch based techniques. Even though sketching may be more efficient using tablets or touch screens, the experiments used a standard mouse because this is the most commonly used input device for RTS games.

Based on informal testing, we expected that sketching would not be faster in all circumstances. For example, if the units to be selected are placed within a rectangular region and are well separated from any other units, then using a selection box is likely to be more efficient than sketching, since the mouse movement required for a single selection box (corner to corner) is less than the mouse movement required to sketch the boundary around the units (even with the “shortcut” mechanism described above). Similarly, if the desired path is a straight line from the current position to the goal, specifying the path by creating a single waypoint at the goal will be faster and more accurate than sketching along the entire path. However, if units are placed in more complex arrangements, or the separation from other units is much less, or if the path is highly curved and narrow, then
our testing found that sketching can be both faster and more accurate.

Therefore, both experiments involve a range of scenarios in which we varied the factors that we believed would contribute to the sketching techniques being more (or less) effective.

3.1 Experiment 1: Selecting Units
The first experiment evaluated the effectiveness of sketching to select units. After an introduction to the system and a practice time, participants were presented with a sequence of scenarios and asked to select the wizards from a group of units, while avoiding decoy units. Figure 1 shows some example scenarios.

There were 142 scenarios, which varied in complexity of unit arrangement, spread, and margin. The complexity is defined as the minimum number of selection boxes required to complete the selection; the spread is the distance between each subgroup of wizards; the margin is the minimum distance between wizards and decoys. These three factors all affected the difficulty of the task.

The system automatically loads the next scenario in a quick-fire manner as soon as the current scenario is complete (i.e., when all wizards and no decoys are selected). The system recorded the task time (from scenario load to completion), total action time (time that the mouse was held down), along with other data such as total mouse movement and action mouse movement.

The experiment used a within-subjects experimental design, with each participant using both interaction techniques. There were 14 participants split into two groups. The first group used sketch selection initially and box selection last, while the second group did the reverse.

3.2 Experiment 2: Movement Paths
The second experiment evaluated the effectiveness of using sketching to specify movement paths for units. The design and procedure of the experiment were similar to the first experiment. After a practice time, participants were presented with a sequence of scenarios and asked to guide a unit along a path across an expanse of lava to a tower. Figure 3 shows an example of a scenario from this experiment. Units walked in straight lines between waypoints (with no pathfinding) and the system recorded the total time spent off the path in the lava.

This experiment had 24 scenarios, which varied in the path width (affecting accuracy required), and path “curviness” (affecting the minimum number of waypoints required). The “curviness” was based on the length and height of the curve.

There were eight participants, split into two groups. Again, the first group used sketching initially and individual waypoints last, with the second group using the reverse order.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In both experiments, we calculated the average improvement of the sketching technique — the decrease in time taken or increase in accuracy compared to the conventional technique.

4.1 Experiment 1: Selecting Units
The key results in the first experiment, shown in table 1, are the improvement in the total time taken to complete a task and the action time. A negative value means that the sketching technique performed worse.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total Time (s)</th>
<th>Action Time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>-0.46</td>
<td>-0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Deviation</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Mean and standard deviation of improvement in time of task.

On average, the total time taken to complete the task was 0.46 seconds slower with sketching. The same analysis was performed on subsets of the data for different categories of scenarios and sketch selection was consistently slower in each case. It is clear that this data does not demonstrate any time advantage to using the novel sketch selection technique. From this, we would not expect an immediate uptake of sketching by most users if it were provided in RTS games.

This was an unexpected result: we had expected sketching to be faster for at least some categories. However, we identified two factors that we believe affected the experiment.

First, participants were allowed to use both individual selections as well as box/sketch selections, an attempt to simulate the conditions under which the techniques would actually be used. Participants used individual selections heavily, and therefore it is hard to determine the exact contribution of the sketching technique to the slower time — for example, it is possible that the sketching was actually faster, but overshadowed by an increased use of individual selections. This means our evaluation does not provide the direct comparison between box and sketch selections we originally planned.

Second, participants did not have enough practice with the sketch technique, and the practice they did have lacked tasks that simulated the time critical context of the rest of the experiment. Over half the participants commented that they would have liked to have more practice time, or felt...
they would have performed better with practice. One effect of this was that participants did not take advantage of the ability of sketching to select units in complex arrangements with a single sketch. Instead, most participants used a sequence of small sketches to select groups of units in the same way that they would have selected them with boxes.

We think that if we had provided more instruction and practice time and disabled the individual selection technique, the results may have been different, especially since all of the participants were already familiar with box selection. Given that the qualitative feedback from participants was largely positive, with the majority of participants indicating that they preferred to use sketch selections over box, we believe further study is warranted.

4.2 Experiment 2: Movement Paths

The key results for the movement experiment are given in table 2, again expressed as the improvement of the sketching technique. Action time is the time spent specifying the path. On average, sketching was 1.1 seconds faster (a relative improvement of about 10%). This improvement was consistent over each category of scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean (Action Time) (s)</th>
<th>Mean (Time Off Path) (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Deviation</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Mean and standard deviation of improvement in action time and accuracy.

All but one of the participants showed an improvement when sketching. Participants in the group that used individual waypoints before sketching had over twice the improvement, with an average difference of 1.52 seconds instead of 0.68 seconds. This suggests participants did not have enough time practising before beginning the experiment.

The time spent off the path is a measure of the accuracy of each technique. Overall there was a minor improvement in accuracy for sketching, (0.11 seconds less off-path time on average). While this is only a very small improvement, it was observed consistently on each subset of scenarios, which suggests sketching might be more accurate for specifying movement paths.

Qualitative feedback from participants was again positive, with half the participants commenting that sketching “felt easier”. Combined with the 10% improvement in time, this suggests that using freehand sketching as an interaction technique for specifying movement paths shows definite promise. We cannot make a stronger claim than this because the number of participants for this experiment was low.

4.3 Observations

From analysing the records of the experiments, we identified several possible improvements to the sketching techniques introduced in this paper. For example, some participants attempted to execute complex selections using double looping to negate parts of the selection, but got confused about which parts of the sketch were ‘inside’ and which parts were ‘outside’. A possible solution for this, to be implemented in future versions of the sketch technique, is to provide feedback on which units will be selected, either by lightly shading the inside of the sketch or tinting units once they are within the selection boundary.

An additional observation is that sketching with a mouse can be unnatural and may be slower than sketching with a familiar device such as a pencil or pen[1], and that this effect is particularly pronounced for sketches covering large areas. Therefore, using a mouse for sketch selections may not be the appropriate technique when selecting units from a group spread over a large region of the screen. Similarly, using a mouse to sketch paths is less suitable for long paths across much of the screen. However, the design of our path sketching technique mitigates this by allowing the user to use sketching for small, complex sections of the path and waypoints for large straight sections.

We note that this size limitation on sketching would not be present if implemented on other input devices such as a touch-screen or a tablet. However, the use of input devices other than a mouse is beyond the scope of this study, though multimodal interfaces for RTS games and touch based input devices are an interesting area to explore for future work on interactive sketching.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Major gaming consoles have recently released their own forms of motion sensing devices for gestural interaction in games and multimodal interfaces are becoming more prevalent, pushing the bounds of conventional human-computer interaction. Sketching provides a natural means of controlling and interacting with games and is especially suited to the spatial/geographic tasks prevalent in RTS games.

We have designed, implemented and evaluated sketch based interaction techniques for two common tasks in RTS games: selecting units and specifying movement paths. The qualitative feedback from the user study was very positive, however the measured results are less clear. There was no demonstrated advantage for sketch based selection, but the sketch based path specification appeared to be faster. Because of several limitations, the user experiments represent only an exploratory investigation of the effectiveness of sketching as an interaction technique, and we believe that further quantitative studies are justified.
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ABSTRACT

The influx of cycle commuters and the resulting paradigm shift in traffic composition is causing friction between road users. This paper proposes the use of an experimental alternate reality game (ARG) that is also a role-playing game (RPG) layered on top of the commuting experience. This experimental social game, Playing in Traffic, is played with a global positioning system (GPS) capable smart phone, such as an iPhone, and is aimed at the expanding community of casual gamers. The game is designed to encourage more positive behaviour while in traffic by introducing game rewards mechanisms, such as the collection of achievements, and provides a positive feedback loop to augment commuter behaviour. Playing in Traffic is an exploratory suggestion that looks at the role of pervasive gaming in addressing the larger issues of urban planning, traffic congestion and the challenges around active commuting.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Environmental awareness, high fuel costs and a trend toward healthy living has increasingly made the bicycle a preferred mode of transport. The resultant traffic patterns caused by this are beginning to cause friction between road users. Motorists are often perceived as being unprepared to share the road in a safe manner, while cyclists can be mis-characterised as extreme environmentalists. Stereotyping road users in this way serves to create disassociation between groups. Playing in Traffic attempts to bridge this social divide by implementing an external game architecture. Incentives in the form of game rewards could help develop increased identification between groups, which would encourage more positive social interactions between the groups.

Through suggesting an experimental social game concept supported by play theory, this paper poses the question: can an alternate reality game facilitate a motivational shift? Can play facilitate a motivational shift towards a safer, more social commute on the road and perhaps a shift towards more active forms of commuting? This shift towards more active methods of commuting is important for a variety of reasons: cycling or walking is a greener, healthier method of transportation; with fewer cars on the road there will be lower fuel emissions and less traffic congestion; and fewer cars would also make life on the road safer for cyclists. Recent research in Australia has suggested that, contrary to public perception that cycling on the road is dangerous, cycling actually becomes safer with more cyclists [4].

This paper will discuss the current paradigm of the traffic landscape as a game system. Subsequently, this paper will propose a speculative game concept of encouraging a cultural shift towards alternative commuting options using a game design proposal as a formal structure. Finally, this paper will address the potential for persuasive play enabled by pervasive games.

1.1 THE TRAFFIC LANDSCAPE

There is a game on the current traffic landscape with countless independent players. Can the commuting paradigm be augmented sufficiently with a game experience to get drivers and cyclists to play on the same side? Increasing congestion in urban areas means that more predictable behaviour from road users is required, and particularly the development of an increased awareness of other road users’ intentions is necessary in order to cope with an increasingly unpredictable landscape [3]. Communicating commuters’ intentions clearly helps facilitate progression through this space. However, these intentions are often lost in communication failures that further divide the groups.

Driving or cycling on the road already has many fundamental game elements. Salen’s concise summary defines a game as “a system in which players engage in an artificial conflict, defined by rules, that results in a quantifiable outcome” [10, p.80]. Juul asserts that within the existing traffic infrastructure key elements exist that constitute a game [7]. Below is an interpretation of these elements according to Salen and Juul:

- **System** – players and their vehicles, the players’ relationships with each other and the road architecture makes up the environment, or what Salen calls “context of play” [13, p.51];
- **Players** – all road users are players, and all players are concerned with the quality of the outcome;
- **Conflict** – the conflict arises from players’ efforts with divergent methods of achieving similar goals;
- **Rules** – explicit, formal rules such as traffic laws, and complementary implicit, informal courtesy rules;
- **Variable, quantifiable Outcome** – the result of arriving safely (or not) at the destination.

The component that could be further developed is the artificial, the separation from daily life that defines the activity as a game. An interesting perspective is that a pervasive game, the artificial, could be layered on top of daily life to help invest the commute with significance beyond its functional value.

2. PLAYING IN TRAFFIC

This paper proposes a digital alternate reality game (ARG) that is also a role-playing game (RPG): Playing in Traffic (Figure 1). This is the artificial component which could be layered on top of the commuting experience as a method of exploring the role of...
interactive play in initiating behavioural changes, applying the concept of the magic circle [6] demarcating the play space onto existing road systems. Modern roads are clearly marked out with a separate architecture and are definitely spaces of motion.

Playing in Traffic is played using a global positioning system (GPS) capable smart phone, such as an iPhone or the Nexus One. The game aims to build social connections during the potentially dull moments of commuting. The main purpose of Playing in Traffic is to incorporate an additional layer of fun into the same activity, cultivating a different experience and exploring how play could invest the commute with more meaning. Through play, Playing in Traffic can re-introduce a more social experience by opening the lines of communication between players who inhabit shared physical space. The social experience aims to reduce those asymmetric relationships and support symmetrical reciprocal relationships. By participating in the game, players lose the sense of anonymity of commuting en masse. They get a game profile that is recognizable to other players, which leads to a renewed sense of individual identity, and the increased accountability should reduce the antisocial behaviours between commuters [11].

Playing in Traffic targets the emerging demographic of commuters who also engage with casual games. The game is designed to appeal to the technologically savvy who are already engaging with mobile casual gaming in some form. The game is aimed at people who live in or close to cities, and thus is designed to be played in urban environments.

2.1 Game Play

The primary game mechanic is a point-to-point level that players traverse to arrive at their respective destination. The player can see other players within their play space on their smart phone, based on their GPS coordinates and a proximity sensor (Figure 2). The game application on the phone layers simple visual icons on top of a street map. Levy points out the subtle shift that GPS-enabled devices afford us when “our identity isn’t a question of ‘who, what, where.’ It’s a question of ‘where, what, who’” [10].

The game starts when the player initiates the application and starts his/her journey; a play session tracks the player’s physical progress and intersections with other player’s journeys through his/her route. The rules of play are simple: first, abide by the standard traffic rules; and score points through courtesy on the road, route exploration and creating social connections.

There is no interaction with the mobile phone during play - the primary interaction with the system is through physical motions tracked by the phone. A proximity sensor is used as a secondary quantitative measuring device, alongside the GPS coordinates, to gauge the amount of space around each player and to measure how close they come to obstacles or other players.

The player’s aim is to improve their game character by collecting points through their actions while commuting. Players can score points in three ways:

- Considerate actions towards other players;
- Route deviation from previous routes;
- Considerate points awarded by other players.

At the end of the play session, the GPS coordinates are visualized within a reflective period in the application and player can retrace their journey to note interactions they had during the play session. This personal cartography encourages exploration for alternative routes as a more creative means of expression through physical motion, and could transform into a collaboration, as players can mark intersections with other players, annotate interactions, or choose to award points to other players; reimagining the landscape as they travel through it. The proposed location for a pilot prototype to be tested will be in Wellington, New Zealand. Wellington has a challenging urban layout which has to contend with a varied topography. The city has a growing cycle commuter community, which adds to a diverse mix of commuters.

The modular nature of the game means that it is playable in any city. The size and shape of the magic circle depends on the number of the players and the general requirement of a generic road system, rather than a specific location with a particular architecture. The multiple character classes also allow for more individual, less socially involved play sessions.

2.2 Character Development

A player cultivates their game character through their engagement with the game. Each player gets to collect specific points that lead to larger achievement levels. This allows players to really focus on the aspects of the game they enjoy. For example, a player who prefers the exploratory aspect of Playing in Traffic can increase their Explorer Points by scouting for and using alternative routes each day. Similarly, a socially oriented person can coordinate group commutes and cultivate relationships through play sessions.

Bartle’s three archetypes, the Achiever, the Explorer and the Socialiser directly influence the character classes for Playing in Traffic. The three archetypes are: the Achiever, the Explorer and the Socialiser. Bartle’s near gamer archetypes, while originally conceived for multi user dungeon (MUD) or massively multiplayer online role-playing game (MMORPG) players, also apply to the casual gamer targeted by this pervasive game. It suits players who prefer to cultivate the ability to achieve more game-related goals such as scoring more points or developing the character further (“Achiever”), explore the city for alternative routes to work and home (“Explorer”) and socialise with others through coordinating a group commute (“Socialiser”) [2].

Each character class has three levels of achievements, or skill upgrades, and players can choose to travel by automobile, bicycle, or on foot. Players are automatically assigned their character classes through their cumulative actions. A player that consistently scores more Explorer points is assigned the Explorer class, making game play simpler for casual gamers. The character class achievement levels are:

- Explorer: Scout, Adventurer and Trailblazer
- Socialiser: Wallflower, HobNob and Butterfly
- Achiever: SparkPlug, Dynamo and HotShot

These classes are designed to favour active modes of travel, as some aspects of the game play may be easier for cyclists and pedestrians than drivers. For example, it would be easier for a cyclist to explore routes which are not available to drivers, such as sidewalks or shortcuts through a city park.

2.3 Game Reward System

A core ingredient of game play is the reward system [8, p.118] [9, p. 102]. This game has both quantifiable and unquantifiable rewards. On one level, the points gained through considerate actions or new route discovery during play are an instantly quantifiable positive feedback loop, and present achievable targets in the progressive levels of character achievements native to RPGs. A quantifiable achievements system also allows players to compare their performance, against themselves or other players, as an extra incentive for a meaningful engagement with the game.
There is an increasing emphasis on the social aspect of games, such as thatgamecompany’s Journey. These games seek to create a platform that aids meaningful interactions between players [1]. With Playing in Traffic, the social element of the game is part of the reward system [9] that is quantifiable through character development (e.g. “Socialisers”) or as less tangible game reward such as social connections via shared routes (“Explorers”). Additionally, there are elements of surprise that are inherent when a player is exploring new routes, be it a new bakery or a city park. There are also further intangible complementary rewards such as the health benefits of more active forms of commuting. These persuasive, quantifiable rewards could increase investment in the game and help the players develop their own emergent narrative to enhance immersion into the game.

3. PERSUASIVE PLAY

Play has the potential to be a catalyst for a large-scale social initiative to change our behaviour while on the road and remove our stereotypes and prejudices toward other members of the traffic hierarchy. Play has the opportunity to invest meaning into a chore – turning commuting into a more affective experience [6]. The integrative nature of play brings together people, multiple narratives, and even different motivations for playing; makes gaming a persuasive platform for communicating ideas to players. Pervasive gaming has huge potential to influence our behaviour through non-game related incentives as it crosses over into reality. “Our technology tools and platforms are highly participatory and social. They take advantage of intrinsic human motivations to contribute in order to be noticed, to share opinions, to be a part of something greater than ourselves” [5]. As the game life boundary blurs, research into the social power of pervasive gaming is vital. There is much debate over the social potential of pervasive gaming: Schell [14] conveyed a hyperbolic scenario where behaviour is driven by external game rewards that is monitored through technological convergence. Conversely McGonigal strives to prove that pervasive gaming can impact daily life by building socially-aware, altruistic games. These games harness what Shumpy calls the “cognitive surplus” [15] to solving larger issues make an excellent case for pervasive games. The focus on positive outputs from pervasive gaming that are altruistic creates an engaging participatory platform, particularly in games that have larger end goals that may be individually difficult to achieve.

4. CONCLUSION

This paper has explored traffic’s game qualities and the potential to develop the artificial component as a means of enriching the commuting experience. Playing in Traffic is a speculative game proposal, the artificial, that suggests using experimental interactive design to encourage intrinsic motivational change. It is played using a GPS-capable smart phone, where the objective is to score points through a combination of courteous commuting, route exploration and establishing social connections. These points go towards achievement levels within specific character classes, allowing the player to cultivate their characters based on their interests. These reward mechanisms were designed as early engagement hooks towards larger constructionist goals. The achievement advances require investment on the part of the player and complements the reflection at the end of each game. While Playing in Traffic is not a holistic long-term solution to the larger issue of traffic congestion, urban traffic planning, and energy conservation, it is a small step that takes the mundane act of commuting and layers a creative social experience on the utilitarian. “It is by simply letting gamers get on with playing that they really begin to change the world” [9]. Gamers should be allowed the pleasure of a designed experience where their actions lead toward internal reflection without explicit persuasion.
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ABSTRACT
The paper introduces the problem of creating and maintaining suspense in interactive narrative. We argue that by manipulating choice options offered to the audience in suspenseful scenes in the interactive story both when it is read the first time and after it is reread later, is possible to create stronger suspense.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Suspense plays an important role in creating emotional immersion in narrative and keeping the readers’ attention through the story by evoking three main emotions: fear, hope, and a state of uncertainty [5]. In non-interactive media such as film or literature, suspense is predefined and created for the audience by the author of the story; interactive media, on the other hand, allows the audience to contribute to creating suspense right at the moment of reading. Interactive media also allows the audience to reread the story with the expectation of things changing. Therefore, maintaining suspense on rereading is an additional factor for interactive media. Techniques for creating suspense in non-interactive narrative have been addressed by many scholars [6, 7], but in the area of interactive narrative, creating and maintaining suspense is still a new topic which requires more exploration.

One of the recent studies in this field experimentally demonstrated that suspense is the key element of “video game enjoyment” [4] and suggests that players enjoy participating in suspenseful situations. Whether the enjoyment is a direct result of the participation, however, is not so clear. Another paper [3], which compares the perception of suspense in film and videogames, argues that in videogames, suspense would be much stronger, and thus more enjoyable, if the players are “helpless” and given no choice. Given this question about the source of suspense, it would be helpful to have a clear guidance on maintaining suspense in interactive narrative.

When creating suspenseful scenes in interactive stories, it is important to know how readers perceive suspense and what will contribute to that suspense. A basic question is how much choice to give readers. However, to our knowledge, little research has been done on players’ perceptions of interactive stories when they are either passive viewers or active creators of suspenseful situations. One recent study [2], presents a computational model of narrative generation for suspense, Suspenser, but it primarily focused on the generation of linear stories and did not take into account the nature of interactive media. With interactive stories, in contrast to non-interactive media, it is possible to change the choices available to readers when they reread the story, but it is not clear how the choices should be changed to enhance suspense. The goal of our research is to provide guidance on these issues based in experimental evidence by proposing techniques for manipulating the choices offered to readers in interactive narrative, taking into account the way readers perceive suspense.

2. THE NATURE OF SUSPENSE
For interactive narrative in the context of a videogame, there will be multiple sources of suspense beyond the narrative itself, particularly from visual and audio effects. For this paper, we deliberately ignore the other components and focus only on the narrative. Note that this is not because we think the other components are unimportant, but to manage the scope of the paper.

For the purpose of this paper, we use the characteristics of suspense proposed by M.-L. Ryan [6]. First, suspense usually arises when a reader is empathizing with a character facing danger where the outcome of the situation is uncertain and the reader is hoping for a good outcome. Second, suspense requires that the reader can see different possible outcomes of the situation even though there will be uncertainty about which of the outcomes will occur. Third, the more potential outcomes the situation presents, the weaker the suspense.

According to Ortony et al. [5] the degree of suspense is governed by the level of hope and fear experienced by the reader in a suspenseful situation, and these in turn depend on how strongly the reader wants the desirable outcomes to occur or does
not want the undesirable outcomes to occur, combined with the chances for the outcome to occur.

The key element in suspense is uncertainty about which of the possible outcomes is going to occur where there is a balance between desired and non-desired outcomes. If all the possible outcomes are desired, the readers will experience anticipation rather than suspense; if all the possible outcomes are undesired they may feel fear or despair instead of suspense. Note that in non-interactive media, the reader has high prior on the hero’s survival so that the narrative needs to present possible outcomes that will appear to be undesired in order to balance the assumption of survival and create a sense of uncertainty and therefore suspense. In interactive narrative, where bad outcomes for the protagonist are assumed to be possible right from the beginning, readers need to be presented with both desirable and undesirable possibilities to create suspense rather than despair.

Rereading an interactive story raises additional questions regarding uncertainty as the reader is already familiar with one of the possible outcomes and this may reduce the uncertainty and thus the suspense. The fact that an interactive narrative can present different choices on rereading is a significant difference from non-interactive narrative and can be used in order to maintain suspense during subsequent readings.

3. CREATING SUSPENSE

From the above observation of various theories on suspense, we may come to the following conclusions.

First, a suspenseful situation can be created by means of passive witnessing a scene, which evokes in readers the feelings necessary for suspense or by letting the readers contribute to suspense by making their own choices. This means that although choice is essential for making a narrative interactive, choices are not necessary for creating suspense.

Offering choices to the readers may increase the level of suspense if choice gives readers a feeling of control over the situation so that the outcome is a result of their action, and they will therefore care more about the possible outcomes. This will only happen if the choice appears to have real consequences in the story – “fake” choices that appear to only change surface level aspects of the story are much less likely to cause reader’s to identify with the story and care about the outcome.

On the other hand, offering choices may decrease the level of suspense if readers believe that taking one of the choices will reduce their uncertainty about the outcome since this will upset the balance between hope and fear. This would happen if one of the choices makes a good outcome appear much more likely or if another of the choices makes a bad outcome much more likely.

In order to increase suspense, the choices in an interactive narrative should be designed so that readers perceive the expected outcome of each choice to be neither clearly good nor clearly bad – all the choices must preserve the readers’ state of uncertainty. This does not mean that the choices should appear to have no effect on the outcome, but the expected effect must not be certain, and there must still be a balance of hope and fear. It is also important that each of the offered choices should provide enough fear and hope – taking a choice should not appear to put off risk or opportunity to the distant future.

Note that it is the readers’ perception of the effect of the choice that matters most – a given choice may actually lead only to a bad outcome, but if the readers cannot tell this, and are still uncertain about the outcome, then the suspense will be maintained. Similarly, a choice may have no actual effect on the rest of the story, but if the readers believe that it does, then their sense of identification with the story and the value they place on the outcome may not be affected.

All of the above factors should be taken into account in order to create stronger suspense in interactive narrative, both when it is read first time and reread. However, rereading of an interactive story causes extra suspense-related issues that should also be considered; these are addressed in the next section of this paper.

4. MAINTAINING SUSPENSE ON REPLAY

When readers reread an interactive story, they already know which choices they were offered last time and the sequence of the choices they made. If this reduces the readers’ uncertainty about the outcome the readers will feel the suspense less strongly when rereading the story than they did the first time. Thus it is vital for maintaining suspense to continue evoke the state of uncertainty by manipulating the choices offered to the reader during each subsequent reading. Below, we propose some techniques by which this can be achieved.

Note that it is not the case that suspense will necessarily disappear on rereading – there is an effect known in psychology as the paradox of suspense [1] where some readers of traditional media seem to keep experiencing suspense when rereading, even though they already know the exact outcome of the suspenseful episode of the story. However, this effect does not apply to all readers and the level of suspense on rereading is reported to be lower than it was during the first time.

Let us consider situations where readers are offered two options to choose between: (A) and (B). Assume that neither of the choices appears to lead to a clearly good or bad outcome and thus both options present uncertainty. In one situation, suppose that readers choose one of A or B on the first reading but it is followed by narrative with enough further choices that the user does not strongly associate the final outcome with their choice of A or B. On rereading, readers may have slightly different probabilities of the outcome associated with the choice that they took, but will still have considerable uncertainty about the final outcome and the level of suspense will be not very different from the first time, so there will be no need to change the choices on rereading.

In another situation, suppose that readers take choice B on first reading and then end up in an undesirable outcome after only few further choices (see Figure 1). They are then likely to associate B with a bad outcome. When rereading the story, if they are offered the same choice, they will perceive little uncertainty associated with the B option. However, they will prefer to take the A option anyway, since they believe that B is a “bad” choice, and they will still perceive suspense at this point since the A option has the same level of uncertainty as before. Again, there is no need to change the choices offered, although choice B could be removed with little consequence.

On the other hand, consider a situation where readers take choice A on the first reading, and the narrative is resolved to a desirable outcome after only a few further choices (see Figure 2). As a result, the readers will perceive option A to lead to a good outcome. When rereading the story, if they are offered the same choice between A and B, they will have a reduced sense of
suspense, because A will be obviously the “right” choice to take, but they will have little perceived uncertainty associated with that choice.

To maintain suspense on rereading, choices that the readers would now believe to be clearly good should be removed or replaced by new choices presenting a new state of uncertainty (for example, the new choice C in figure 2). Another solution would be to replace the choices with a cut-scene with a suspenseful situation creating a state of helplessness and letting the reader witness the suspense.

Note that readers who want to maximize suspense might deliberately choose B (even though they believe it to be the “wrong” choice) just because there is more uncertainty associated with that choice, but their suspense will be tempered by the knowledge that any bad outcome is simply the result of the wrong choice.

Note that the situations above may arise even if both A and B actually lead to uncertain situations where both good and bad outcomes are possible; the loss of suspense is caused by the readers’ perception of certainty about the outcome, not by actual certainty. In this case, it may be possible to replace the form of the choices to make them appear to be different, but let the choices lead to the same set of possible outcomes as the original A and B. Readers may then still perceive the original suspense and be able to explore other paths through the narrative.

Rereading does not necessarily lead to a reduction in uncertainty: if taking the same choices leads to a different outcome on rereading, then readers will increase the level of uncertainty that they associate with the choices. This can be accomplished by having non-deterministic branches in the narrative that the system either chooses at random, or deliberately choose a branch that leads to the opposite outcome from what happened on a reader’s previous reading. Such techniques can enhance the level of suspense on rereading in a way that would be impossible for a static narrative. This technique can be combined with the cut-scene technique above to force readers to go through the same branch of the narrative that they chose before and discover that it is less predictable than they thought.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We argue that readers of interactive narrative will still feel suspense strongly if they are given the same options to choose between when replaying the game as long as the consequence of the previously taken choice were neither clearly desirable nor clearly undesirable the reader. In the case when readers will perceive the choice to lead to a predictable outcome, the choice should be removed on replay, particularly if the predictable outcome is desirable.

We also suggest that choices without perceived risk take time and reduce suspense, both when a game is played the first time and when replayed, and should be removed on replay.

These hypotheses are based on the review of different theories on suspense and some research on their implementation in the interactive medium. Our next step is to attempt to validate these hypotheses by running a set of user experiments to explore empirically how readers perceive suspense in interactive narrative.
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The role of gaming in communicating environmental concerns is increasingly important as video gaming and sustainability concerns make parallel ascensions in our contemporary social and cultural vernacular. This paper discusses the evolution of a game design class that adjusted its focus towards exploring the communicative potential of serious games, specifically to stimulate learning in children about sustainability concepts such as energy conservation, deforestation and carbon footprints. The author had a specific interest in the potential of integrating constructionist learning principles with increased ubiquity of video games. The course covered theoretical precedents in play and learning, design processes and methods used in creating persuasive games, and investigated character and level design. This paper will also describe selected case studies of student prototypes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Contemporary gaming is an emerging dominant influence in the entertainment market, with video games sales surpassing box office and DVD sales in the United Kingdom in 2009 [2]. This signals a potentially strong communication scheme for engaging children and younger teens as they spend more time absorbed in this media.

Sustainability-related concerns have also made a similar move to the forefront of our social consciousness. The increasing demand for behavioural changes around domestic energy efficiency, natural resource management and the push for ecologically friendly transportation all reflect the importance we now place on environmental issues.

Gaming, with its increased proportion of consumed media, now holds an important role in continuing to broadcast these sustainability-centric concerns. The corresponding increase in literacy and familiarity with the ubiquitous videogame phenomenon means that games, particularly serious games, are becoming more relevant to newer education methods. Research suggests that game-based learning that allows children to explore the subject on multiple levels is more effective than traditional passive learning in communicating concepts and ideas [8][4][7].

This paper will discuss the evolution of a gaming-focused course that adjusted its focus from experimental game design towards exploring the communicative potential of serious games, covering theoretical precedents, design processes and case studies of specific student work. The class investigated character and level design specifically to stimulate learning in children about sustainability concepts such as energy conservation, deforestation and carbon footprints.

1.1 Learning and serious games
Gaming has great promise as an effective communication method, and has particular importance in evolving our learning and education. Wilson asserts that an interactive education or simulated environment will replace print-based education, emphasizing that some children learn through active engagement, not in an abstract or detached manner [14]. Serious gaming has the advantage of simulation over traditional education, an illustration of concepts through experimentation with multiple actions. This highlights the building of a learning dialogue through play. Serious gaming in this case uses the constructionist framework as prescribed by Papert, but extrapolates it beyond the basic “learning through doing” [8] paradigm to exploring the complex level of engagement that gaming can provide.

When children are playing video games, they get to participate in an active learning [4] environment, where for example, they engage with an interactive visualisation of abstract conditions such as the concept of the carbon footprint. This active process aids the gradual integration of these models, leveraging games’ unique persuasive ability [1, p. ix], allowing children to assign their own meaning as they pull the narrative at their preferred pace [12, p.61]. This allows children to build upon their existing internal knowledge to establish a strong basis for this new understanding to become knowledge [10].

The early environmental conversation with children could have wide implications. Children exert major influence on household buying decisions, not just at the low end of the scale such as helping make daily food choices [13], but also higher-end economic decisions, particularly consumer entertainment electronics [5][6]. They increasingly have more knowledge about the technology, and thus are able to wield an influence on these decisions.

The phenomena of children affecting economic decisions has been termed as “transgenerational exchanges”: where increasingly technological information is transmitted up the age divide [11]. These “transgenerational” conversations can instigate behavioral changes in adults, and can affect energy consumption habits in the short and long term. Children can affect adults by encouraging better habits, such as turning off lights and influencing purchase decisions towards energy efficient appliances and the like. Serious
2. GAME DESIGN CLASS
The design students participated in a 200-level game design paper focusing on the communicative potential of games, specifically on sustainability concepts such as energy conservation, deforestation and carbon footprints. The class comprised of primarily second year media design students completing a Bachelor in Design. The students got to pursue multiple aspects of game production, from programming to character design and animation, in order to develop the visual and technical vocabulary necessary for game designers. They were also encouraged to consider experimental game mechanics for coming up with creative alternatives to the status quo.

The design brief challenged the students to articulate the concerns of a specific environmental or sustainability concern to a younger audience, aged between four and ten, through character design. The class utilised a constructionist framework, both for the game designers exploring multiple angles of sustainability, and creatively communicating that knowledge to their audience.

The design students conducted an inquiry into the details of their chosen environmental issues. They then began experimenting with character designs that could distil these issues into the core concepts, and then present it in a creative and well-crafted manner. The focus was to encourage player interaction through engagement with the character. Anecdotally, the game design class expressed their increased and more accurate knowledge of sustainability-specific details that corrected their assumptions. These motivations became the driving force for the serious game design investigation that the students carried out.

The students designed uniquely communicative characters with a focus on details that support the procedural rhetoric through engagement [1], where the details of the narrative/message are revealed through the actions of the player. Students were encouraged to reflect upon and revisit the clarity of their concepts through an iterative design process of constant refinement.

The class had the additional challenge of working with MmMonos.com, an online social and gaming website for children, that aims to teach children about sustainability issues [3] without being tediously didactic. Their model for engaging a similar demographic around identical issues made them the ideal industry affiliate for the course.

The most successful design responses included a focus on the interaction between the character and the level, which successfully managed to have both instant character communication, and had the additional depth of narrative exposition through player interactions and engagement. As the player explored the game, the movements of the character through the level would reveal the core concept of the game. The games challenged the players to make their own connections and build their own narrative. The games introduced below were all recently completed playable prototypes. A framework for play testing and comparing communicative efficacy is being developed.

2.1 Case study 1: Steppen
Steppen was a character that aimed to communicate the carbon footprint concept (Figure 1.). The game’s aesthetic clearly references the popular release Limbo, with the simple background that clearly highlights the character silhouette and the level items. The player interacts with the different elements that represent our daily actions, which literally grow or shrink the size of the character’s feet. The player gains understanding about how our daily actions directly affect our carbon footprint. An animated background reflects the player’s actions, with the background becoming lighter or darker as the player interacts with the level, supporting the embedded procedural rhetoric of Steppen.

This concept is emphasised through engagement with the game and interaction with the character. In this case, not only do certain actions affect the size of the feet, the movement of the character is also slower or faster depending on the actions of the player. This handicap also affects game play. For example, where the character has too many negative pickups he is less agile and not able to collect the positive carbon footprint pickups.

2.2 Case Study 2: Joules Burn
Joules Burn aimed to subtly communicate the concept of energy conservation through the action of switching of household appliances. The game aesthetic references the pixelated futuristic style of video games from the 1980s and early 1990s.

Joules Burn uses a spaceship as an analogy for the home, with the surprise twist of tying energy conservation to the motion of the spaceship. As the player conserves more energy through their actions, that energy is redirected towards propelling the spaceship faster. Engagement with the character is the key relationship here, as the concept is revealed through playing the game, and is not immediately apparent.

The revelation – “the spaceship goes faster!” – provides an interesting element of surprise and whimsy to the concept. The increase in speed is not immediately obvious: it is communicated through an increase in the ambient audio and a moving background of stars seen through the windows of the spaceship. It is a creative rendition of the traditional “turn off lights and save power”: the consequence of saving here is visualised as an active propulsion, which is instant positive feedback for the player rather than an intangible goal. This instant feedback helps the player begin to construct their understanding of power conservation: linking game actions and consequences to applied abstract concepts.

2.3 Case Study 3: Sprout
Sprout is a character that discusses deforestation as a wider concept through an interesting reduction in the different factors of deforestation. In this game, there is only Sprout against the chainsaw enemies, with the other trees as background objects. Sprout has only one defense mechanism – avoid the chainsaws – but it is only a matter of time before the chainsaws negatively affect him.

The pessimism of the narrative is juxtaposed against the cheery aesthetic style designed for young children. The aesthetic is distinctively animated: the entire game seems to always be in motion, even without player interaction. The final effect is a visual style that captivates the player’s attention, persuading them to participate in the process of exposing the implicit rhetoric.

Sprout has no win state; the end of the game always culminates with the chainsaws cutting Sprout down. The game could have been inspired by what Bogost terms as the “rhetoric of failure” [1,
It is also arguably an indexical reflection of deforestation, where the scale of deforestation is increasing.

Through the player’s exploration of Sprout, he/she gets to digest the implications of deforestation on a reduced, more empathic scale. As Sprout inevitably loses, the application of this manner of argument quite succinctly highlights the urgency of deforestation. The message could prove to be a catalyst for motivating young children to learn more about deforestation.

3. CONCLUSION

All three case studies aligned closely with the theoretical principals for constructionist learning through serious games. Steppen, Joules Burn and Sprout present strong character design that provide the initial clue to the narrative. Player engagement is required to reveal the depth of the message. The representation of these environmental concepts in games is an important part of this engagement: be it the literal representation of a carbon footprint as an extension of our anatomy, or energy savings translated to increased propulsion.

The games implemented an active learning framework that highlighted their use of Papert’s recommendation of an active multi-modal engagement mechanism to encourage learning. In this case, the games highlighted learning through active play, using the ability of games to present a simulation of intangible concepts. The constant supportive feedback loop [12] is a central engagement mechanism, with the players’ ability to see instant positive or negative feedback based on their actions. Environmentally motivated actions often are not able to present such as instantaneous response. A play testing framework is being developed to begin quantitative and qualitative evaluations of these games.

Piaget’s theories on the construction of knowledge supported this framework, as the game designers first distilled the concepts that the players then would unfurl, building their understanding of it on top of their internal mental model. The player’s immersion and progression, as Bogost’s argument of persuasive modes of play through the revelation of a procedural rhetoric, creates a more stimulating and communicative learning experience. However, Bogost [1, pp.339-340] cautions that the potential of serious games is really in their capacity to encourage players to consider the pros and cons of their actions, and that gaming as a genre still needs to mature.

It is important that we continue to explore the potential for serious games not only as educational games, but also perhaps as reflective tools that inspire learning. The engagement that designed games afford us is important to constructive learning and even instructive education [7][4]. Central to that engagement is the notion of constructing abstract models of reality to conduct experiments that are reflective and stimulating.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the current research done to in the area pet-pet owner interaction, and the possible area that could be looked into to improve the current human-centric interfaces to optimize the pets’ enjoyment with the system and to make them less anthropocentric.
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General Terms
Documentation, Design, Human Factors, experimentation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Humans have been domesticating animals for over 12,000 years, from the time they were living as hunter-gatherers in caves. [1] However, the social trend of keeping animals as pets or rather companion animals, instead of as beasts of burden or as tools for improving human conditions is a modern phenomenon.

While the total number of worldwide pet owners has not been accounted for, it has been estimated that, at present that most households have two or more pets. Among them, the most popular are dogs and cats. In the United States alone there are a staggering number of pet owners. In a recent study conducted by the American Pet products Association, it was discovered that the number of pet owners are on the rise. The National Pet owners survey 2009-2010 revealed that roughly 71.4 million households with at least one pet; there include 77.5 million dogs and 93.6 million cats. [2]

Modern day pets do not play an active role in earning their ‘pay’. Instead, they are pampered, fed, groomed, provided with medical attention and treated with the same level of respect a family member would receive. As with any family member with special needs, pet owners adjust their lifestyles to fit that of their pets on many occasions.

The importance of human-animal interaction is reflected in some technological facets of human lives, from advances in technology that have been influenced by animals to innovative applications designed to improve human and animal interactions. As stated by Adrian Franklin, “for some reason people have sought new and intense forms of contact with animals” [3] and with the introduction of new media and technological advances the nature of the relationship between pet owners and pets; the way they interact with each other have changed. Social media, internet and wireless networking have opened new doors to interactive communication. Donna Haraway, in her book [4] states that we live in a technological age where our actions about the way we treat our animals are reflected upon by how we treat the technology around us.

While playing with pets is an important aspect of being a pet owner the limitations imposed by time and space has constrained the time spent together has brought forth a variety of pet-owner interaction methods which connected them over a distance.

2. EXISTING RESEARCH
Human-animal interaction is a widely researched field and in this section, I will be describing the research that has been done in this area. The existing research can be broken down into several sections, each concentrating on a different aspect of the interaction. There are various approaches discussed in the literature to provide a solution for cross-species interface design for human-animal interaction. These solutions span from monitoring systems, haptic, audio and visual interaction to pure fun in the form of games played between humans and their pets in novel environments all made possible by the introduction of new media.

2.1 Monitoring systems:
Work by Silver D. L. et al.,[5] deals with an interface known as the Human Dog Computer Interfaces (HDCI) which allows dog owners to monitor their pets over the internet when they are away. Similarly, Mikessell, D. et al. [6], introduces Hello Kitty and Young, J., et al., presents Feline Funpark [7] both of which
allows cat owners to play, feed and interact with their cats over the internet using a system of webcams, embedded Ethernet device and microcontrollers. Mankoff, D. et al [8] has introduced the Pack Activity Watch System: Allowing Broad Interspecies Love In Telecommunication with Internet-Enabled Sociability (PAWSABILITIES) for help support remote awareness of social activities between canines and their owners.

2.2 Fun:
Metazoa Ludens, the research by Tan, R.T.K.C et al. [9] deals with the fun side of human-computer-animal interaction in the form of a game, played between a human and a hamster using a computer interface and a mechanical arm.

2.3 Art:
Many artists have been inspired by the prospect of human animal interaction and how different humans are in comparison to animals. Two artists, Lisa Jevbratt[10] and Colin Ives[11] have worked on introducing animal point of view into human beings. This encourages humans who want to know the world from the view point of the animal to be immersed in it without disturbing their rhythm.

She calls this “non-explicit collaboration” since there is no way of directly communicating with the animal the human is collaborating with. Jevbratt does not expect animals to alter their behaviour or wear heavy equipment for the sake of the humans. Instead, she expects humans, who have the need to ‘communicate’ with the animals by observing and interpreting the animals to adjust the human behaviour to form collaborations.

2.4 Interface design:
The works by McGrath, R. E.[12] brings to light the questions that need to be addressed when building interfaces which help animals interact with computers in a manner similar to humans, without the most basic human interfaces such as keyboards or mouse controls.

In Mankoff’s [8] work, there is a very clear distinction between the interfaces used by the human and the animal (dog). Human User Interface (HUI, pronounced “Who?”), and a Dog User Interface (DUI, pronounced “Doo”) are distinct, with the HUI being comprised of ordinary peripherals such as a keyboard and screen where as the DUI comprised of videos to track the dogs movements and dog treats to entice it to stay within the parameters of the experiment.

The Animal-machine interface [13] project aims to extend traditional human-machine interfaces and their advantages to other living beings. The work includes mounted computers for dogs which enable to person to guide a dog through a series of obstacles without being present in person which was made in conjunction with the University’s’ zoological and engineering departments.

The CAT (Canine Amusement and Training) by Wingrave et al., [14] is a cross species computer application that deals with the training of dogs and their human owners. The owner is able to give and receive information of the movements of his pet and to train the dog.

3. DESIGN ADDITIONS
What most prototypes overlook is that pets, even those of the same species have different personalities. [15] In addition, most pets cannot speak out for themselves and cannot express their levels of physical wellbeing or enjoyment of a game. Since an important aspect of any game designed is to ensure the participant is actually enjoying the game it is necessary to monitor the pet (animal) during play. For this, it is possible to use wireless sensors placed on the body to measure just one or few key vital statistics such as heart rate or blood pressure.

The level of enjoyment of the pet can be monitored by a simple comparison of data that were collected before hand when the pet engaging in various everyday activities.

Online games designed to be played with the pet owner When using monitoring systems for the observation of pets and the complex system of CCTV cameras such overlook the most simplest of solutions. Real time video streaming via a social networking media platform such as Skype can be used to monitor the pet at all times via a webcam. This is possible with off the shelf hardware such as an inexpensive notebook with a webcam connected to a wireless coverage. This enables a cheap real time video streaming there by allowing the pet owner a chance to view stream live videos of the pet engaged in an activity to over the internet almost instantaneously, and in good quality. Most importantly, this sets up a two way communication system allowing not only the owner a chance to see and hear the pet in action but also for the pet to hear (and see) the owner if necessary.

4. CONCLUSION
Even within the HCI community, there have been some research that has looked into the particular area of human animal interaction but most of the design interfaces fail to note that this association between humans and animals changes, not just with the passing of time but also with the ideologies and technologies of the people who live it that time.

One of the questions to ask is not what the human or the pet benefits from the interaction but do they enjoy the interaction.
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ABSTRACT
The research, that this paper is a summary of, explores the potential of games to assist in the improvement of visitors’ immersive engagement and in the reduction of didactic modes of knowledge transfer in museums. It will test the hypothesis that in spite games already being present in museum exhibitions, theoretical understanding of the function and value of play and games is currently lacking in the curatorial teams that produce exhibitions. The study will contribute to the field of museum studies by identifying current obstacles limiting the incorporation of games into the fabric of an exhibition’s concept and design.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Museums are shifting away from exhibiting positivist views of knowledge. Instead many museums begin to present constructivist perspectives that are non-didactic and that accommodate multiple perspectives on history (Anderson, 2004). Also challenging museums is the task of attracting visitors in the face of increasing leisure options available to the public. Consequently the goal for institutions is to identify modes of presenting content non-didactically and in ways that offer valuable experiences to their visitors.

This thesis takes the position that by designing museum exhibitions to operate as games the occurrence of “top down” presentations of knowledge can be reduced and the visitor experience of museums can be made more rewarding. Despite there being significant research already conducted in to the value of games as engaging and socially valuable activities there has so far been little attention paid to games within the field of museum studies.

This research looks broadly at game based interactivity and does not limit its scope to focus solely on either digital or analog interaction. This research holds that the principles of play and games are consistent regardless of the context in which they are enacted. As such this study views the spectrum from digital to physical engagement as a palette from which to select the appropriate mode given the requirements of a project.

2. OBJECTIVES, TOPIC AND RESEARCH CONTEXT

OBJECTIVES
• To identify factors that inhibit museum exhibition content being presented through games
• To identify the merits of choosing to produce an exhibition that incorporates game-play.
• To construct a new model of museum exhibiting practice that incorporates games as an integral mode of presenting content.

TOPIC
Modern museums collect, manage, and exhibit culturally significant objects and knowledge of traditions. This study focuses on the area of exhibition design in current museum practice. Although they appear in museum exhibits, games often hold a peripheral position in the schema of an exhibition’s curation. Seemingly “tacked on” to the central concept of a show, as something of a popularity oriented afterthought, the play of museum games frequently bear little relevance to the content that they are trying to communicate. Existing museum games seem also to achieve low success in engaging audience members of varying ages and abilities. By closely analyzing existing instances of games in exhibitions this study seeks to identify obstacles that inhibit the incorporation and development of games into museum exhibitions.

RESEARCH CONTEXT
Within the study of museums, there has been minimal inquiry into the use, value or implementation of games
despite museums periodically employing game-play to enrich their exhibits. Arguably the use of games will increase given their contemporary popularity and the greater availability of the digital media synonymous with their current form. Research into play and games in museums has been conducted within the field of computer science, specifically concerning human to computer interaction, but this research seems to have made little impact on academic perspectives on museums. Based on existing research on games, this study will examine how games are socially, personally, and intellectually beneficial. This perspective will be developed into the context specific argument that games are an important part of a museum’s activities catering for adults and youth alike and as such should receive greater consideration by museum curatorial staff.

The museum industry has recently seen a major effort to democratise the transfer of knowledge. Over the course of the twentieth century, the academic understanding of knowledge has shifted from a positivist toward a constructivist model (Hooper-Greenhill 2007). Correspondingly this trend has been picked up by the museum sector and is reflected in an aspiration to reduce the level of didacticism in exhibits. Never the less, the predominant method of presenting content within museums remains a “set and forget” approach in which the exhibition producers create “static” exhibits which visitors are then supposed to aesthetically “appreciate”.

3. RESEARCH DESIGN

This research uses a mixed method and qualitative approach to conduct the research, which is common in interdisciplinary, work in the humanities. The research will be divided into three parts. The first part has been an exploration of current theory identifying the potential for producing exhibitions as games. The second part will be to conduct case studies that enquire into the current attitudes of museum professionals towards the use of games in exhibitions. And the third part will be a synthesis of the identified potential and the current attitudes. These three stages are designed to bridge the current gap between contemporary thinking on games and contemporary museum practices of exhibition production.

4. INFLUENTIAL THEORISTS

As part of his perspective on play being the basis of the institutions of culture. Huizinga views the provenances’ of law, art and politics as being founded on play forms. To view play as having such centrality to the fabric of culture, lends weight to the argument for play, and therefore games, to be significant in the representation of culture.

5. THE NEXT STEPS IN THE RESEARCH

The next phase in the research is to conduct case studies of existing museum exhibitions that incorporate some aspect of game play. In these case studies exhibits will be critiqued for their conformity to the principles of flow theory and for their consistency with the seven rhetorics of play. As part of these studies the preparatory documentation for the exhibits will be analysed, interviews with significant stakeholders will be conducted and assessments of the final exhibit will be made. These studies aim to indentify the level of awareness and commitment to producing engaging, immersive games that communicate the content of the exhibit. Attention will be paid to identifying moments in the production process where game-oriented choices could have been
made to produce more ‘playful’ results and consequently enhance the visitor experience. The final stage in this study will be to synthesize the findings from the secondary research with the findings from the case studies to demonstrate how an exhibition can be conceptualized and structured to function as a game environment.
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ABSTRACT
An installation of four games-in-development produced by students in the new transdisciplinary Bachelor of Creative Technologies degree at Auckland University of Technology in 2010.

1. INTRODUCTION
In 2005, Auckland University of Technology drew together four existing Schools (Art & Design, Communications & Media Studies, Computing & Mathematical Sciences, and Engineering) into one new Faculty of Design and Creative Technologies. In 2007, the Faculty formed the Interdisciplinary Unit, a 'virtual 5th school' to develop new experimental alliances, research collaborations and learning experiences across these overlapping disciplines.

A new Bachelor of Creative Technologies degree was established in 2008 as one key component of this larger transdisciplinary project. The program is conceived as a ‘postgraduate program for undergraduates’ or a ‘liberal education for the 21st century’ which recognises that pervasive (and often – but not always – playful) technologies lie at the heart of any cultural enterprise.

Informed by research into physical, virtual and networked studio-type environments, the project-organised BCT curriculum draws on philosophical notions of play and interaction to playfully transcend normative disciplinary boundaries and pedagogical practices.

The proposed exhibition will comprise an installation of four games produced by students in Semester 2 2010. Of the selected games, three were produced as part of a program in Simulated and Immersive Environments, and one was developed in a studio project.

To complement the theoretical explorations of simulation and play, students were asked to design and implement three games. The first was a Tron-style game with one special feature of their choice that is not normally found in Tron games, the second a ten-player Tank Wars-style real-time artillery simulation game, and the third a car racing game with a number of simulation features.

The game that was developed as a studio project by year two students explores the social behaviour of players in a MMOG (Massively Multiplayer Online Game). Players search for natural resources on different planets, trade or steal them, form alliances, and build up their home planets.

The games are multiplayer action games in real time. To have complete control over the interaction and to have the students’ understanding go beyond modelling objects and using ready-made physics engines, game makers or high-level programming libraries, three of the games are coded from scratch using C++ with the SDL library. One game uses a game engine but all important interaction features are scripted.

2. HOME
Home (Figure 1) is a MMOG in which players collect and trade natural resources, protect their home planet by building a (round) jump n’ run level (Figure 2 (right)), and try to steal other player’s riches from their planets. It explores the social interaction in Internet play: Will players work together, how will they organize, what size will their groups have, when will they break up?

Figure 1: Home title screen

Figure 2: Planet design and in-game screen shot
The game is set in a simple universe which is made up of player-created planets, referred to as *Homes* (Figure 2 (left)). These homes orbit the main market planet called *Prime*. Players are given the freedom to design their *Home* in the style of their choice in order to defend their ‘gems’ (currency) from other players who are out to steal them. Players can spend most of their time on cosmetics but the idea of the game is to invade, manage your home, achieve and grow in power.

### 3. CUSTOM LIGHT CYCLES

The *Custom Light Cycles* game is a four-player *Tron* clone in which players can switch the trail they are leaving behind on and off (Figure 3 (left)). This is quite an effective feature as it changes how the game is played while still remaining loyal to the original idea. In this way, it extends the game with a strategic component not found in most *Tron* implementations.

Figure 3: *Custom Light Cycles* in-game screen shots

Four players and one player

Another feature is a one-player mode in which the player has to navigate through a map or maze without touching walls (Figure 3 (right)). The game is controlled with old-school, digital joysticks.

### 4. CUSTOM TANK WARS

The *Custom Tank Wars* game is modelled on the popular *Bomb/Tank Wars/Scorched Earth* games in which little artillery stations that sit on a hilly mountain range shoot at each other by choosing the angle of their cannons and adjusting the shooting power.

Figure 4: *Custom Tank Wars* in-game screen shot

The classic versions of this game are round-based, and in multiplayer matches the players have to take turns shooting and waiting. This implementation can be played by ten players in real time, i.e. all players can aim and shoot simultaneously. It takes some time to reload after each shot to avoid chaotic matches and a random outcome. The game is played in two teams. A wall that is made up of pixel blocks along the centre of the screen which is different every time the game is played, forces the players to accurately aim their shots in order to make it through the wall into the opponent’s side. The tanks can move left and right to get into a good shooting position or to avoid being hit (Figure 4).

### 5. C.A.R.S.

The *Completely Accurate Reality Simulation* game (Figure 5) is set in 1950s North America. Garage gangs of Rock n’ Roll people are racing each other with hot rod cars. Players choose their cars, drive freely around the streets of a city, organize their own races and customize their cars. They can buy and trade different types of motors, brakes, aerodynamics, armour and tyres in various shops around town. Since cars get damaged by collisions, players can also have them repaired and (re-) painted. A high score is reached by driving as fast as possible without hitting other cars or buildings.

Figure 5: *C.A.R.S.* in-game screen shots

Unity 3D is used as a game engine, and up to 20 players can take part in networked play. The simulation features are scripted, and do not use *Unity’s PhysX* engine. They are based on the real data of different cars (acceleration, braking, steering and sliding on different surfaces and in different weather conditions) and include collision response, and explosions and smoke. The game is controlled with steering wheels.

The Macintosh and PC versions of *C.A.R.S.* can be downloaded at [www.novoalias.com/wordpress/cars](http://www.novoalias.com/wordpress/cars).

### 6. INSTALLATION

The installation consists of four computers and screens/projectors; a number of *Competition Pro* (re-issue) joysticks, joypads, steering wheels and speakers/headphones (Figure 6). The screens and the input devices are placed on tables or on purpose-built cabinets. The *Home* game requires a network connection. Students are on location to explain and discuss their work and to show design documents.

Figure 6: *Tron* installation setting
ABSTRACT
With the increasing popularity of online shopping environments there is an emerging trend to augment the physical retail shopping experience with digital technologies. However, engagements with digital technologies in retail environments typically suffer from a disconnect between two different modes of behavior; the physical engagement with products and that of online shopping activities. This paper discusses the prototype of a digitally interactive retail environment and explores how the desirable qualities of physical and online retail experiences and brand encounters can be combined to create more playful, meaningful, interpretive and experience focused environments.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The disconnect between physical engagements and digital based behaviour is particularly evident in the case of retail environments. A product is typically engaged with physically and sensorily, but the products on display are also often supplemented with graphic images to provide a user with a product’s context. This is usually displayed through digital means such as touch screens, projections and monitors. These different forms of media result in different modes of behaviour, belonging either to physical or online retail experiences.

The proposed design and prototyping of a Tangible User Interface [TUI] seeks to blend the physical and digital product engagements, or modes of behaviour, to result in a more meaningful product interaction. By applying product interaction and communication models to describe the user experience, it is speculated that the prototype engages the consumer in a playful, entertaining manner and provides motivation for sustained interpretation and enquiry. The act of play then becomes the common element / factor that unifies the behaviours of digital and physical engagements. The applied communication model acknowledges such an active interpretation of a user, and links it to the dynamic relation between brand controlled information, self generated information and the knowledge and emotion a consumers bring prior to engaging with retail environments.

2. PLAY AS SHOPPING
The purchase of goods can be considered to be incidental to the experience of shopping. Consumers buy so they can shop, not shop so they can buy [1].

Shopping can be considered an experience that goes beyond a mere functional task completion that involves the purchasing and acquisition of goods. The notion of Play can serve as a critical factor that gets a consumer involved in the pursuit of fantasies, feelings and enjoyment [2, 3]. In fact, the purpose of a consumer’s action can be both, and end in itself (as in the autotelic actions of play) and a means to a specific end such as the acquisition of goods [4].

The act of play within consumerism is nowhere more evident than in the realm of internet shopping environments. Internet auction environments for instance, allow for consumers to vet themselves against each other in the pursuit of consumer products. Bidders interact playfully with each other and the seller, through the bidding process, reserve thresholds and online conversations. Furthermore, buying of product through online stores have become common place and together with auction sites, have shaped new consumer behaviours as well as expectations about dynamic delivery and access of product information.

Within physical retail environments on the other hand, there exist two distinct opportunities of engagement with products and brands. The first opportunity consists of actions that result in a direct engagement with products (object actions). The second opportunity involves the interaction with other people in which products become the focal point and catalyst for the discussion and dissemination of information.

The resulting prototype design blends the playful, dynamic and interactive delivery of product information online, with a haptic
engagement of the physical product in a retail environment. This takes place concurrently and offers the user a unified sensorial product experience.

3. PROTOTYPE DESIGN
The prototype design is applied to the context of an outdoor clothing and equipment retail store which seeks to communicate the product’s many performance attributes. The technologies of Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), proximity sensors and computer vision are utilized to deliver interaction with the products and to communicate information about them.

These interactions within the store environment are divided into four distinct levels of engagement (see Figure 1):

Level 1: The initial in store encounter is with displayed products, supplemented with a wall surface displaying digital media (media wall). The media wall displays live information, which contextualizes the products in intended end use environments. This information consists of selected twitter feeds, weather information and live camera feeds of typical geographical user locations, mountains, fiords, etc (see Figure 2).

Level 2: Level 2 interactions allow for a consumer to interact with the media wall through engagement with physical product and their body. Products are RFID tagged (see Figure 3) and upon entering, a defined zone activates product relevant information into this immediate zone. The initial information delivered is general to the specific product (price, colourways, brief description).

Level 3: Level 3 interactions allow the consumer to further engage with the product specific information. This interaction is created through the use of bodily gestures facing the media wall. The choices of information that can be accessed in this manner are divided into two categories:

1) Technical information relevant to the product’s design and performance.
2) ‘Out in the World’ information of relevant product being used in intended situations. This information consists of consumer-generated content solicited from social media sites.

Level 4: Level 4 interaction provides the opportunity for the consumer to contribute information to the media wall through social networks such as Twitter, Flickr, YouTube.
4. OUTCOME

4.1 Product interaction and appraisal

The fundamental mode of product interaction is through our senses. Adank & Warrell [5] suggest the sensory experience that arises through product interaction, displays a range of characteristics including intimacy, subjectiveness and temporality:

- Intimacy: as the product experience moves closer in proximity, other sensory organs participate, informing and building the intimacy of sensory experience through sensory immersion.
- Subjectiveness: where assessments of taste are at issue, the subjective perception of sensory information may be strong, as it is not mediated by an objective measure.
- Temporality: over time initial assessment of the product may be modified by subsequent interaction.

In concert, Desmet’s [6] model of product emotion, illuminates the nature of product interaction and the development of affective emotional response, stating that emotions are a result of our assessment or appraisal of the product in light of our experience and concerns related to it (see Figure 4). This links the affective response evoked by the appraisal developed from the combination and interplay of product stimuli (through sensory experience) and subjective concerns (that are brought to the interaction by the individual).

![Figure 4. Desmet’s basic model of emotion](image)

By understanding these characteristics of product and sensory experience and the interplay of factors that affect this experience, we can develop retail environments that engage with the end user, stimulating play and deepening the depth of aesthetic experience prior to the decision to purchase a product.

Our approach to achieving this has been to collapse the digital, spatial and product experience with the end user. This is undertaken through a series of digital encounters within the physical space and in contact with the product. The following table describes the levels of interactions achieved (see Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 1-Engagement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Objective: To draw the end user into a more intimate space which allows for an engagement with a broader range of sensory modes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity: Initial in-store encounter (TUI). Use of selected twitter feeds, Flickr, YouTube, weather information and live camera feeds of typical geographical user locations, mountains, fiords, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome: Validation of appropriate product range for end user to further investigate.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 2: Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Objective: To engage the end user directly with the product.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity: Exploring touch, feel, balance and fit between physical product, supplemented with streaming digital information (TUI).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome: The development of an informed experience of the product.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 3: Appraisal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Objective: To develop an appraisal of the product in relation to the concerns of the user, and informed through physical and digital interaction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity: Interaction with choices of information delivered (gesture/screen) Technical information to supplement the sensorial experience of the product. ‘Out in the World’ information of product being used by consumers in intended situations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome: An informed, grounded decision on the appropriateness of the product for the end user’s needs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 4: Brand Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Objective: To engender community with others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity: (Loops into levels 1, 2, 3). Opportunity to independently participate via Twitter, Flickr, YouTube, Loyalty Club.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome: Development of brand loyalty.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2 Interpretation based communication

As described above in detail, the prototyped retail environment provides an active engagement with digital and physical information through the notion of play. This is aided through an interaction with a TUI, encouraging gestural and physical activity. Furthermore, the TUI links to social media sites which allow for the creation of content by the user, and which is then blended with content provided by the brand itself. While Desmet’s model of emotion accounts for a product appraisal experience, a semiotic communication model can further elucidate on a user’s interpretive engagement with the prototyped retail environment.

The ‘receiver’ is recognised as an active maker of his or her own meanings for experiences, an interpreter with previous knowledge, attitudes and values which will inform any interpretation; and the ‘medium’ is reconceptualized as the middle ground between the communicators and the interpreters where many, varied and possibly conflictual meanings will constantly be made and remade [7].

This quote by Hooper-Greenhill, applied to our prototype experience, suggests that a customer is the receiver and interpreter of information and that the mediating element, the medium as middle ground, is not entirely controlled by the communicator or brand environment. The fact that varied and possibly conflictual meanings are being created through the process of interpretation, offers a potential for this project. If this fact is acknowledged, then a focused and guided encouragement of the dynamic relationship between communicator and receiver as interpreter can be created. The medium, as understood by Hooper-Greenhill, then becomes the retail environment with products on display and the TUI that allows for its contextualization. It functions as the middle ground between communicator and interpreter. ‘Conflictual meaning’ suggests that a degree of power and control over the communicated information is handed over to the receiver. But this sharing of information control allows the consumer to gain a satisfying sense of ownership over content creation. The consumer so becomes an active maker of meaning. And yet, while control over, and generation of the content by the consumer is achieved, clear and concise information about the product’s technical, research, material and other related knowledge is also accessed and communicated. This servers as a good foundation for a product’s appraisal. This understanding of communication and interpretation acknowledges that people will make their own sense of an experience, not the least because they bring with them their socio-cultural background, their desires, values, aspirations and behaviour characteristics.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper has described the design of a TUI prototype that seeks to blend physical retail and online consumer behaviours. It led us to speculate on the interactive experiences and through the application of product interaction and communication models, it allowed us to scrutinize in more detail what these experiences might mean for a user’s understanding of the retailed products. We believe that play as a form of entertainment and inherent part of shopping will bring the two modes of behaviour closer together. They effect a more satisfying product interaction and appraisal experience. Consumers are empowered through the opportunity to be actively involved with the creation of product stories.

Further studies could involve the deployment of this TUI in a live retail environment to test the level of adoption of such online shopping and social networking behaviours.
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ABSTRACT
This exhibition will discuss the museum visitor; and the need to record and make available, memory testimony and artefacts of Bomber Command Veterans. Storytelling Memories provides the framework for the user to synthesise a physical relationship with the memories and artefacts, which informs an emotional connection. Memory testimony is a reflective narrative, visually and emotionally rich within the mind of the contributor. This project suggests that if this richness of memory could be provided within a visual context, which is substantiated by the unique situation of each memory, it could foster an engaging understanding and relationship between the museum visitor and the memories.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As we pass the 60th anniversary of the end of World War Two (WW2) historians are diligently collecting the memoirs of veterans to preserve for future generations. Public archives of memorabilia, letters, photos and artefacts, in the process of digitisation are complimenting the stone memorials of the past. Through the use of a tangible navigation controller, the user is able to “unlock” memories contained within a memory box. “By means of information technologies, we can empower the interaction between the physical tangibility of a museum piece, its current interpretation, and its future meaning, and we can attribute them different functions and degrees of importance according to the characteristics of what needs to be (re)presented.” [1]

Documentary drama series such as “Band of Brothers” [2] by HBO have been popular with the public as through the character journey the series paints a picture of the individual, alongside the experiences of the many. A museum, which traditionally houses large quantities of representative artefact in their archives, will often fabricate a “unanimous voice” for the genre- curated by the archivist, in an effort to recreate history. This method however tends to diminish the testimony and substance of the individual.

Too often in a museum environment an object is expected to speak for itself, long after as Knell argues The meanings an object had in use, are allowed to be forgotten (Knell, 2004, p. 118) [3]. It’s heritage, purpose and connection to humanity if not recorded can easily be lost or misrepresented rendering any tangible memory simply an object. The visual context used in Storytelling Memories creates a memory place or Loci for the artefacts [4]. It is the placement of the memory into the visual loci, which gives the memory or “artefact” substantiation, context and meaning.
2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

2.1 The Cube

Nathan Shedroff states “Data is fairly worthless to most of us, it must be organized, transformed, and presented in a way that gives it meaning.” (p.270)[5] The cube controller is the top of the memory hierarchy and acts as a tangible controller for the interface. Each cube is a separate tangible memory box representing an individual veteran. Reminiscent of old shoeboxes stored in cupboards and under beds containing physical mementos from the past. Each of the six faces on the cube corresponds to a different turning point within the veteran’s life. When one cube is replaced by the next another set of memories is accessed, specific to each person. The data is effectively packaged according to different periods of time within the veteran’s life, which gives an opportunity for the memory voice to vary its tone and opinion.

When the cube is brought into proximity to the table, the RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) tag communicates with the RFID reader located in the table as indicated in figure 2. An Arduino [5] physical computing device interprets the signal and acts as the bridge between the digital and physical world.

2.2 The Table and Peripheral Screens

The table is a physical window to memory presentation. The interface itself is segmented into two sections relating to a different hierarchy of memory as indicated in figure 3. Memory display within the bottom half of the table contains the memory testimony of the veteran as shown in figure 4. The memories are placed at the closest proximity to the user so they are easily accessible. The second tier of information is contextual or environmental and relates to the locations that are discussed within the veterans’ memories. The third tier located in the peripheral projections; is the most distant from the user. It utilises collected memories which do not belong to any veteran in particular, but which contains information which substantiates veteran testimony and the context of the memories.

This third tier includes technical or related stories. The sections that correspond to the icons illustrated on the side of the cube are Childhood and Growing up, Squadron life, Inside the Aircraft, On Operations and After the War. Turning the cube activates a new interface. A digital representation of an old drawer contains images and artefacts, reminiscent of mementos packaged away in an old shoebox under the bed. Each image utilises a set of tools, a magnifying glass for closer inspection, and an old bakelite switch that controls sound. Set into the drawer is a digital window into the past; a detailed visual with subtle movements that narrates the environment relating to the memories.

3. CONCLUSION

Storytelling Memories utilizes a collection of interactive hardware and software in an innovative configuration of memory discourse within a museum context. Although none of the technology used is new, it is the way the components are used together which enables the project to be sensitive to the memory content. The hierarchy of content management used within Storytelling memories is based on substantiation of memory through contextual placement. This hierarchy enables the user to differentiate between what is personal to the veteran and what is “background” displaced but related artefact. The Storytelling Memories system can efficiently utilise within the interface displace but related artefacts already collected within the museum.

Figure 3. The six interfaces—before the War(Childhood) during the War Squadron Life, On Operations and Designation and after the War( reflection)

Figure 4. Storytelling Memories installation.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we describe collaborative processes for developing interactive design solutions for the Otago Settlers Museum. Design School staff and students working within an Otago Institute of Design project team describe the concept development stages of a temporary exhibition and develop scenarios for participation in ways that challenge traditional Museological experiences.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Interaction Design is a subject taught to year 3 B.Des Communication Design students at Otago Polytechnic. The degree programme emphasizes both literacy with a wide creative skill range and the application of these creative skills through client-based projects. The Otago Settlers Museum was the 'client' for Interaction Design students in 2010, with the broad brief of making existing exhibits interactive. The results were so successful that students were employed to develop, through the Otago Institute of Design, further concepts and full exhibition designs, for a 2 year exhibition at the Otago Settlers Museum. This short paper details the highly creative interactive and playful concept solutions that have evolved through these ongoing collaborations.

2. The Brief
The Otago Settlers Museum is a regional history museum in Dunedin, New Zealand that was founded in 1898. It is New Zealand's oldest social history museum, located in the heart of the city. Extensive additions will close all but two rooms of this large Museum site during a refurbishment programme that will last 2 years. The brief is to design an exhibition to represent the larger collection for this 2 year period, based on three stories: The Story of Scottish Settlers, the NZR bus station and visualization of the current Museum redevelopment project.

Only two rooms of one building (in the former Otago Road Services bus station, designed by architects Miller and White) will remain open to the public, while the extensive building additions will be underway. The Otago Road Services bus station concourse (opened in 1939) is a fine example of Art Deco architecture, and is a category 1 historic site. This means that absolutely no fixtures can be adhered to floor, walls or ceiling. As it has very recently been returned to its original state, the Museum needs to be able to empty the room for functions from time to time. Behind and connected to the bus station concourse, is an additional, and less historic room of much smaller dimensions. The main entrance to the Bus station (figure 1) connects to the street, and Entrance and Exit doorways (originally connecting the concourse to bus platforms) now connect the site to additional Museum housing, but are to be closed for the period of this exhibition.

Figure 1: NZR Dunedin Bus Station Front Entrance 1940

The collections at The Otago Settlers Museum are extensive and range from household appliances to vehicles that usually form the basis of the Museum experience, however the brief for this exhibition was to be object-free.
The design challenge of working with a space that had neither wall space, nor objects to fill that space was posed to a team of students, teaching staff and Otago Institute of Design project managers. With only a short time frame and low budget the team developed numerous concepts and scenarios. Three concepts were selected and presented to the Settlers Museum exhibitions team. Aspects of these three concepts were selected by the Museum for further development. This short paper will discuss the three concepts, as the final exhibition is still under development.

3. DESIGN CONCEPTS

3.1 Concept 1: Museum as a viewfinder

This concept considered using the NZR bus station site as a viewfinder for seeing traces of Otago history in contemporary Dunedin: "Learning does not respect institutional boundaries…In a very real sense the knowledge and experience gained from museums is incomplete; it requires enabling contexts to become whole…These subsequent reinforcing events and experiences outside the museum are as critical to learning from museums as the events inside the museum". (Falk and Dierking 2000, cited in Anderson (2004) p142) [1]

The visitor experience described in this concept is shifted. Rather than the Museum as the site of the visitor experience the focus becomes the identification of city-wide and domestic experience of history. Different scales of identification can be selected according to a visitor’s time scale and preferred level of engagement.

3.1.1 Walking Bus

A geographically close approach to engagement may be facilitated through a "walking bus". In this scenario visitors may form a group and take one of, or several, connecting journeys. Through a combination of online and printed publications trail maps encourage these visitors to adopt this ‘Museum as Viewfinder’ approach, with particular historic journeys profiled. For example the story of horse and cart, includes passing by the locations of water troughs and sites where horses where tied up in the city, and describe their expected journeys and stopping points throughout Dunedin suburbs. Another trail might trace the original urban coastline, before reclamation changed the scope and scope of Dunedin. This journey may include the stories of early settler ships and the named landmarks that are a result of key characters. A third trail could create a scattered menagerie for children, based on animal figures carved in local masonry. Lions, deer and unicorn abound, all introduced or mythical to this environment, as they wait for the required shutter speed. The ‘Scottish Story’ is wealthy and well-regarded, often in their latter years, grim faced as they wait for the required shutter speed. The ‘Scottish Story’ is

3.1.2 Technologically augmented

Technological augmentation could lend a separate layer to this style of engagement, and the development of iPhone applications combining Google map/earth flagged locations, and Augmented Reality (AR) applications, could connect photographs, text and audio to these locations, and with additional web-based content. This is best used by the Museum of London in their recent Streetmuseum iphone application. The map leads you around London to various locations and once there the 3D View button, allows the app to recognize the location and overlay the historical photograph over the live video feed of the real world, giving you a brief glimpse into how that site looked in the past. "Hundreds of images from the Museum of London's extensive collections showcase both everyday and momentous occasions in London's history, from the Great Fire of 1666 to the swinging sixties" claims the Museum’s website.[2]

On the far end of the technological scale we recommended an alternative method for seeing history through the lens of the Museum. “Windows” made out of printed transparent paper, offer a low-tech equivalent of an iPhone app, and encourage visitors to learn to see the potential historic layers of a site, using a combination of historic photography and their imaginations. Though somewhat flippan, these images themselves leave physical traces, and encourage ongoing story telling beyond a digital experience. Like the content of the Museum, stories of Dunedin can be traced through remaining objects, and lasting tales told over time through remembering and retelling.

3.1.3 The comfort of your home

While these trails provide a close look at the city, another more domestic range of activities or ‘recipes’ are proposed within this concept framework. These recipes are a suite of domestic activities focused on encouraging individuals and groups to try a range of home-based chores as their forebears may have, and include some simple practical instructions (eg: try doing this activity in this way, or try making your own laundry powder using these simple ingredients). These activities encourage visitors to embed their museum-based learning as a practice grounded in their everyday experiences.

Recipes requiring very low household technology and use of locally sourced ingredients offer Museum visitors a potentially transformative experience in the context of their own home environment. These kinds of immersive interactions are low cost to the Museum and yet provide engaging and rewarding visitor engagement strategies while the Museum’s own collection is inaccessible.

3.2 Concept 2: The Story of Otago Settlers

In its existing format (to be closed late 2009) this story is told through two separate exhibitions. The Smith Gallery is a large room full of almost 1000 foreboding original photographic portraits of early European settlers. These images document the wealthy and well-regarded, often in their latter years, grim faced as they wait for the required shutter speed. The ‘Scottish Story’ is a separate series of panels describing the early development of the township and its development. The photographs and didactic panels currently include no interactive elements.

This exhibition has been reconceived by student designers, as an audio visual experience, that brings the photographed forebears alive. The students, through researching these characters via the Museum’s own historians and archives, as well as the nearby Hocken Archives, have developed stories for 25 of the profiled ancestors. The original gallery is to be photographed, and projected onto the walls of the newer room, adjacent to the NZR Bus Station’s main concourse. Activated by Museum visitor’s entering the room, one by one, 25 of these characters will tell a short reflective tale of their journey, arrival or lives in early
Dunedin. These stories however will be retold by a younger characterization than that represented, and all set during the early years of the city’s settlement. The age of those arriving in the emerging city were generally much younger than the photographs taken. Using local Scottish voices to tell these tales, the settler’s stories are able to reach a much wider audience. The students (all aged around 21) found the range of histories fascinating to research, and were able to contextualise their own research in the writing of dramatic scripts of characters their own age, rather than the ominous older figures in the photographs. Through a combination of archive research, script writing, audio recording, visual light cueing, and simple interactive triggers and choreographed media, these static photographs are developed into contextualized narratives that are able to tell stories that encompass a wide range of experiences. Needless to say the stories reflect an appealing and meaningful design engagement, for the students, and propose an evocative experience for the Museum visitor.

Figure 2: Otago Settlers Museum director Linda Wigley and Otago Settlers Association president Dorothy Page among the portraits of some of Otago’s early settlers on display in the Smith Gallery. Photograph by Craig Baxter courtesy ODT

3.3 Concept 3: The clamor of the Bus Station
Site visits to the NZR Bus station main concourse during its renovations provided the inspiration for the third concept presented to the Otago Settlers Museum. This concept proposes a set of 2D figures in 1940’s costume populating the once busy transport hub. The bus station concourse will be filled with relevant sound effects, simulating the din of a busy bus station. Each character will be based on a traveler likely to be travelling by bus in this era. While 2D, these characters will come with discrete audio devices and speakers, and will be able to offer short statements about their situation to visitors. Visitors will need to get close to hear the characters talk, and this will encourage a personal and detailed inspection of each figure. Each area of the bus station will be populated, with rear-projected video characters working in the luggage room and former tobacconist. Even the generous toilets will be populated, with a 1940’s perambulator and baby. Outside of the bathrooms, the characters will be moveable, and can be relocated in order to appear to be talking with each other. The emphasis of this concept is to create an ambience and template for understanding a variety of people in Dunedin, on the brink of World War 2. The stories of particular people once again come alive, not through significant settlers and their stories of arrival, but this time through the clamor and relationship between ordinary people and their journeys.

4. DISCUSSION: The Place of Social Histories
The concepts outlined in this short paper share a number of characteristics. Each concept, aims to develop a personal engagement through visitor experience. They respond to a range of visitors’ engagement thresholds, and activities can vary from a sustained visit through to a website download, for a walking trail that could be enjoyed over time with visits taking as little as 10 minutes at a time, encouraged to be completed over a week of lunchtimes. The concepts reflect the interdisciplinary team based approach, with the inclusion of students and staff designers, and with designs will be developed further through interdisciplinary student projects. The involvement of students in these teams encourages a fresh look at literally old material, and the perspective of an audience that usually is not considered as a primary one for this musem. While the current focus of the Otago Settlers Museum is on the many and varied collections of everyday objects, and the ability to understand social histories through the stories they tell, this exhibition proposes a significant shift in the role of the visitor, and one that has political as well as social affects. In the words of Mike Wallace (1995)[3] regarding the role of a Museum’s potential role in forging a community of public discourse “I urge museums to seek not simply customers but constituents, …and to become partners with communities in effecting change; to continue to think imaginatively about new ways of saying things, and boldly about new things that are worth saying.” The 2 year exhibition reflects Shdoff et al’s model of Experience Design. Shdoff defines experience with reference to Pine and Gilmore’s term “the experience economy”[4]. “To experience something requires that we recognize an alteration to our environment, our bodies, our minds, our spirits, or any other aspect of ourselves that can sense change” (Diller, Shdoff and Rhea 2005 p18) [5] Interactive elements within these contextually specific designs contribute to the significance and meaning of the visitor’s experience. Objects in this sense, are moved from passive and potential containers of narrative, to active and interactive triggers for ongoing, and meaningful visitor experience.

The exhibits aim to reach Shdoff’s three inner core emotional engagement rings, namely a value or identity driven sense of participation in order to create a meaningful experience. Visitors can make direct connections to their own identities, and position themselves in a more developed sense of community, that spans time as well as locale. According to Shdoff “design is the process of evoking meaning” (Whitbread 2009). Concepts 2 and 3 aim to script rather than merely evoke meaning, and involve visitors in the more lively stories of objects and images. In this sense the Museum becomes a site for experiences to happen, and much like the bus station’s original purpose, the site takes on the role of transport hub, this time taking visitors through time travel. Recontextualised, this travel creates storytellers from these historic figures, but requiring visitors to be physically present.

Concept 1 in contrast takes a more provocative view of the role of the Museum as a single site, and incites visitors into imaginative reflection, and action. Action-based engagement, from taking part in walking trails to trying home-based recipes, allow visitors an immersive and thoughtful reflection back in time, through their own actions.

While the former design concepts activate people and objects, and propose a noisy and more contextualized Museum site, the latter concept takes the visitors body as the site of the Museum’s story,
and articulates a world that revolves around that body, with layers of historical possibility to be discovered, recovered, seen and practiced. As well as the potential for digital augmentation the Museum as Viewfinder approach, appeals to that sense of emplacement in history, both urban and everyday. Just as the physical objects in the Museum tell their stories, so too our own physicality contributes to the story and histories of the cities we inhabit.
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Figure 2: Otago Settlers Museum director Linda Wigley and Otago Settlers Association president Dorothy Page among the portraits of some of Otago’s early settlers on display in the Smith Gallery. Photograph by Craig Baxter courtesy Otago Daily Times newspaper, printed 15 April 2010
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ABSTRACT
Anti socialism within preadolescents comes from feeling bad & distress derived from social problems. This project is designed to help 8-13 year old children’s social development by providing them with a product and game, where through play they can learn valuable social skills and can express who they are creatively. This helps to relieve them from the everyday stresses caused by anti socialism and low self-esteem. The exhibition piece of 400 level of Bachelor of Design will demonstrate how this will support this issue.

KEYWORDS

INTRODUCTION
Anti socialism within preadolescents comes from feeling bad & distress derived from social problems. This project is designed to help 8-13 year old children’s social development by providing them with a product and game, where through play they can learn valuable social skills and can express who they are creatively. This helps to relieve them from the everyday stresses caused by anti socialism and low self-esteem.

1. CONTEXT
Lewis and Siegal said that distress from children’s relationships with peers’ accounts for 23% of the causes related to them being unsociable. This comes from “dynamics of inclusion & exclusion” (Adler, 1995) of preadolescent cliques, which directly affects children’s self esteem. Cliques are circles of power where in leaders attain and wield followers by cyclically building them up and cutting them down, first drawing them into the elite inner circle and allowing the leader to bask in the glow of popularity and acceptance, and then reducing them to positions of dependence and subjugation buy turning the group against them.
(Adler, 1995). This leads to children being isolated from their Peers made to seem “different and undesirable” from others leading to symptoms of anti socialism and low self-esteem. The preadolescent children are seen to at a stage where they are intellectually developing and learning about action and reaction, and cause and effect (Piaget, 1972), the lack of this knowledge gives rise to exclusivity, status stratification & differential power in their social realm (Adler, 1995).

Figure 1. Flossin game components including the bracelet charms

Figure 2 Flossin Website

2. GAME AND PLAY METHOD
We are creating a game that involves social and transformative play. It will be a method of play and a game based around the product of a digital interactive charm bracelet that will encourage physical social interaction and creativity with preadolescent
The game will be designed to achieve the break down the social structure of preadolescent cliques, enabling children to learn how to socialize in a positive environment and develop key social skills that are valuable in later life. This enables children a chance to learn about each other beyond a superficial level, providing opportunities to build new friendships and personal connections. The bracelet and game will also offer a chance for them to also express who they are through creating a visual identity by designing their own charms and encouraging creative flare. From creating the charms children will then learn by sharing and trading with.

CONCLUSION
By developing this product and game we plan to create and archive a possible method of play that will help break down the social structure of preadolescents cliques and stop children from being isolated leading to anti social behavior and low self-esteem issues. This will lead the way for healthy relationships to be formed and will equip children with beneficial social skills that will help them to be self-confident and content throughout their present and future lives.

WEBSITE
Http://prd.posterous.com
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ABSTRACT
Hindu devotees in this current day and age are experiencing difficulty in connecting to their God. This research project investigates how experiential design can be used to educate Hindu devotees on the key characteristics of Bhaktiyoga (loving devotion) to help them connect with their God Krishna, and achieve their ultimate aim in life.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
Exhibition Submission

General Terms
Digital Media Design

Keywords
Hinduism, God, Devotional Practice, Interactivity, Emotive Connection, Experience Generation.

1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of life in Hinduism is to attain eternal bliss – God. The way to achieve this is to practice devotion, purify the heart, surrender and become deserving to attain God’s grace, His bliss. Bhaktiyoga is the name of the most recommended form of devotion to God in Hinduism. It is comprised of 5 main characteristics [figure 1], and 9 different forms of devotion [figure 2] which are stated in the Bhagavat Puran Hindu scriptures, these are both in an ascending level of practice. Roopadhyana, mental visualization is the 5th and most significant characteristic of Bhaktiyoga. It assists all levels of devotion, and is essential for the higher levels, allowing the devotee to create a personal intimate connection.

A survey designed specifically for this research showed that devotees have most difficulty in connecting and visualizing God (graph 1) and reaching the seventh, eighth and ninth forms of devotion in Bhaktiyoga. These are internal forms as opposed to sensory, therefore problematic to initiate. Through the study and investigation a conclusion was derived that the devotees are experiencing difficulty in connecting to their god Krishna due to the lack of the teaching of Bhaktiyoga, specifically Roopadhyana.
2. THE PROJECT
Experience design has been employed to create an engaging immersive installation, called Roopadhyana, for the devotees to learn about Bhaktiyoga, visualization, and to create a loving connection with their God - Krishna. The resolution brings to life Krishna, using 3D modeling and animation, as an interactive hologram in a Hindu prayer evening themed installation, and will subliminally teach devotees how to visualize Him, whilst also teaching them the essence of Bhaktiyoga. An interplay of information, interactive and sensorial design disciplines, a Nathan Shedrof concept, has been applied to create a successful experience. It enhances worship practice by teaching the devotees to practice Rupadyana instead of the commonly practiced statue or photo deity worship whereby people generally “feel the presence of God before them or in their hearts only while they are engaged in devotional practice” (Maharaja, 1996, p265).

Bhaktiyoga involves practicing devotion with the consciousness that the God is always present with you everywhere, and Rupadyana facilitates this remembrance and consciousness as mental visualization can be done 24 hours a day. Devotees can visualize Krishna eating, sitting, walking, and talking with them wherever they are.

The interactive aspect of the experience design is essentially about storytelling and creating, through communication and play, which is both an ancient art and can be done through a new technology. “Media have always effected the telling of stories and the creation of experiences, but currently new media offer capabilities and opportunities not yet addressed in the history of interaction and performance” (Poggio, 2004). This project experiments with holographic technology to portray the intense love Krishna has for his devotees. Jeff Allen an author and consultant for interactive entertainment and education said “by incorporating a hologram with themed environments, props, and dioramas, the content of the hologram is expanded to create a three-dimensional, life-like experience of any size”. When the animated interactive 3D Krishna is projected as hologram in the prayer evening installation, devotees are able to interact and play with him, and he is able to react and show loving gestures to them. The personal encounter induces emotions within the devotee, creating a connection. This emotive connection is not felt through other representations of Krishna (statues, dolls, and illustrations) as they are not engaging at a sensory level; this is a facet of experience design.

The temple installation is comprised of: A prayer room, an interactive holographic Krishna, sound, tangible objects of worship and an information design brochure.

3. CONCLUSION
Once devotees have experienced the installation and interacted with Krishna, the induced emotions felt establishes the loving connection the devotees of Krishna are seeking. The knowledge of the main characteristics of Bhaktiyoga and developing ability to visualize Krishna, gained from the installation, helps strengthen the devotee’s connection with God. This allows them to get closer to achieving their ultimate aim of life of attaining the eternal bliss of God through his grace.

4. REFERENCES
1. INTRODUCTION

Currently, there is a lack of university culture and community at Massey University Wellington. Our project is a real-world-based game that uses a mysterious narrative and play theory, combined with Massey’s campus, to create community and culture within it. Traditional fraternities and school-based Houses have a long-standing history of creating community and culture. They offer a genuine sense of belonging that derives from playful exclusivity. The Massey University campus will become Huizinga’s (1938) Magic Circle.

The core of our game is to focus on first-years’ start into university life. This group is largely 18-19 years old, with many having just left home for the first time and bombarded with all the associated changes. The heart of the project is to take this group and, not only introduce to them to university culture and community, but also create it.

1.1 Project Description

Game Structure: A narrative is created that describes an event that causes tension between existing teams in the Massey University campus. Hints and mood of the narrative are discreetly introduced at the start of the university year and slowly progresses into detailed events and games.

The first part of the game is the Induction or “recruitment” - it draws its players in by generating mystery and intrigue and sense of exclusivity. During orientation week and for the first half of semester one, the game’s narrative and mood is introduced subtly and progressively becomes more intense. By implementing various sorts of media in form of curiosities throughout Massey museum building, non-players are intrigued, and players recognize this as the beginning stages of a new game.

The players’ generation has a strong digital literacy, understanding of cell-phones, internet, social networking and video-games. Therefore our curiosities will be in the form of QR codes, hidden notes, and abstract posters that have individual codes that direct the player to the game’s website. This is the Recruitment phase.

A meta-game controls each team’s ranking throughout the year as they achieve, or fail, inter-team games, smaller location and event based games, and other ‘happenings’. These cross-team games all relate to the given narrative, and each team plays a role within the story. Games start slower, such as small scavenger hunts for clues, to then snowballing towards the end of the year into climatic games such as assassin.

Senior players are also involved in the scope of this project and play an important part to encourage new players. They have already been recruited and are familiar with the system. They can take on more responsibility and agency in the game. They are also given “mood-setting” tasks, or “mini-games” conducted during each game’s build-up, to generate more awareness and curiosity. These tasks include activities such as flash mobbing, wearing particular team branding, and speaking in team “language” or sayings.

2. EXHIBIT

2.1 Description

The exhibition will be designed to fit within the game narrative itself and will provide some of the curiosities mentioned above. Because of the playful nature of the project the exhibition it will contain not only a description and visual display of the overall project, but it will allow for the possibility of interaction. Within the limitations of the exhibition space this exhibit will have a small game that will mirror the project’s intended game design. There will be take-aways available at the display embedded with clues. To the committee’s discretion, clues are able to be hidden/embedded around the exhibition space, without interfering with other exhibits. Whoever solves the mystery is eligible for a prize to be decided at a later date.

The intention is to mirror the sense of mystery for the intended university-based game, into the exhibition space.

2.2 Requirements

A panel will be required for a visual display to be placed on, and a table or stand for a computer display and input devices (mouse, keyboard). Approximately 1mx2m floor space will be needed for the panel and table.
3. CONCLUSION

Our project is a real-world-based game that uses a mysterious narrative and play theory. With our target audience’s strong digital literacy background, our form of curiosities will be implemented using QR codes, hidden notes, and abstract posters that have individual codes that direct the player to the game’s website. The project of this game is specifically designed to build a community among the University campus with delegated games and tasks for each squads to be involved with such as flash mobbing, speaking in team languages to mini games.

Therefore our aim for this project is to take our target audience and, not only introduce to them to university culture and community, but also create it.

Figure 1. Game narrative: Photo of man at foundation of the National Museum (1926).

Figure 2. Curiosity: Introductory package.

Figure 3. Curiosity: QR Code.

Figure 4. Website welcome page.

Figure 5. Website user page.
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ABSTRACT
This research project investigates the communicative power of game play in video games in informing social attitudes through Dynamical Meaning. Dynamical Meaning, as Jonathan Blow (2007) termed it, is the semiotics of game play; the meaning the player interprets from the way the game system responds to their agency within the game world. Contemporary game design often focuses on a narrative as the main source of meaning, but Dynamical Meaning stems from the core interactive nature of games and can be more meaningful to the player.

1. KEYWORDS
Dynamical meaning, game design, social, interactive game, play

2. INTRODUCTION
Players construct Dynamical Meaning through the action of play. Playing a game allows players to experiment and experience the game system from many different angles. The result is that the player obtains a deep understanding of how the game system works creating a mental model from their experience.

A video game was developed in response to this research in which players manipulate the social interactions between characters that are part of a community. The Dynamical Meaning expresses character and social interaction through game rules and mechanics, in the context of an Art [video] Game. Players have to deconstruct the attributes of each character by experimenting and observing actions and reactions of the characters, and then choose an appropriate action to take in response. Through this experience, players construct and modify their interpretation of the game system as a mental model. The mental models can then be explored in, and compared to, the real world - encouraging the possibility for related behavioral changes in the player.

Despite their popularity, the popular perception of video games is that they have little real value to offer. In addition, there remains the concern that the levels of violence in video games contributes to aggression causing countries such as Australia and Switzerland to ban explicit titles. Noted game designer Raph Koster (2005) contends that “too much sex and violence isn’t the problem, the problem is the shallow sex and violence.”

In a recent study on the Millennial generation by the Pew Research Centre (2010) findings reveal that two-thirds of the 18-29 year-olds interviewed are wary of others and claim they can’t be too careful when dealing with other people. The study also shows that two-thirds of Americans, regardless of age, believe that older adults have better moral values and are more respectful of others than young adults.

The intention of this project is to generate debate that leads players to attaining a wider understanding of their own, and others, social attitudes. Through experimentation and exploration players will grow empathetic to the game scenario and construct mental models to use in the real world.

3. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The game-play itself gives the player the agency of a boy in a park inhabited by several unique characters. The player has opportunities to interact with the characters in various ways. Each character has their own personality and reacts as they see fit, encouraging players to learn their characteristics and react appropriately. Over time, relationships can cohere together to form a community, or drift apart, depending on the player’s choices.

![Figure 1. Character response graphs](image)

Each non-playable character (NPC) has several attributes that describe them and biases with, or against, others’ attributes. There are 3 unique objects that can be thrown in this game. Each NPC has a response graph (see fig. 1) that describes how they respond to certain objects passed to them, and decides (using weighted random selection) which object they will pass back. The result of this is that all NPCs treat each other (including the player) differently, and express, through this procedure, varying social interactions.

This system allows for a tactic that mirrors a tactic for effective social interaction with real people, one of imitating the rhetoric of those you are conversing with – showing empathy. In this game throwing same type of object to and NPC that they threw at you has a positive outcome.

A feedback mechanism for the social level of each of the characters, in relation to the player, is represented by a level of pixellation. If the NPCs-player relationship is at a low level, the
NPC will be an ultra-low resolution version of itself, and will gradually refine as the relationship improves, by the interaction described above.

Each round, or level, represents a passing of a stage of life, represented as seasons: starting from a child in spring, to an old man in winter.

4. EXHIBITION DESCRIPTION

Figure 2. In-game screenshot.

The piece to be exhibited is a small and short video game. While the game is intended for audiences aged 20-30, it has been designed with accessibility in mind, requiring little dexterity, and is playable by most any age. Each round of game play is very short, about 30 seconds to a minute so while the whole game should take about less than 10 minutes to play, players are able to get a good sense of the game in a short period.

5. CONCLUSION

The main interactive element of this game came out well and achieved the intention of exploring this area of meaning in game mechanics. The inter-character relationships were strongly designed, and they mostly convey the intended meaning. However the game itself stumbles on several aspects, which reflect on my current skill as a game designer.

This project was the result of work for my Bachelor of Visual Communication Design degree, and for that it has achieved its purpose. It represents my initial foray into game design, both in practice and theory.
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ABSTRACT

"More Than A Craze" is an online exhibition consisting of 46 photographs of New Zealand's early digital games scene, in the 1980s. The exhibition includes the work of some of New Zealand's best known documentary photographers – Ans Westra, Christopher Matthews, Robin Morrison – with images from the archives of Wellington's Evening Post and Auckland's Fairfax newspapers. These photographers captured images of games, gamers and gameplay in the moment when these were novel. These images are significant in that they offer insights into the early days of digital games. They are an important primary source material for researchers interested in the history of play and interactive entertainment.

The exhibition has been curated by Melanie Swalwell and Janet Bayly. It is an online exhibition, hosted by Mahara Gallery, Waikanae (http://www.maharagallery.org.nz/MoreThanACraze/). It is one of the outcomes of Swalwell's research into the history of digital games in New Zealand, in the 1980s.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K4.m [Computing Milieux]: Computers and Society - Miscellaneous

General Terms
Human Factors, Theory.

Keywords
Games history, photographs, early digital culture, arcades, Space Invaders. New Zealand.

1. EXHIBITION BACKGROUND & JUSTIFICATION

My two sons don’t smoke or drink or take drugs. But they are victims of an addiction just as powerful and insidious... My sons, Williams (12) and Tom (13) and thousands of other youngsters all over the world, are mainliners, hooked on electronic games. It’s the craze of the 80s. Against it, all other teenage activities pale into insignificance.


"More Than A Craze” is an online exhibition consisting of 46 photographs of New Zealand’s early digital games scene. The exhibition includes the work of some of New Zealand’s best known documentary photographers – Ans Westra, Christopher Matthews, Robin Morrison – with images from the archives of Wellington’s Evening Post and Auckland’s Fairfax newspapers. These photographers captured images of games, gamers and gameplay in the moment when these were novel. These images are significant in that they offer insights into the early days of digital games. They are an important primary source material for researchers interested in the history of play and interactive entertainment.

Of course, digital games were (and are) much more than a craze. But the term ‘craze’ captures something of the excitement with which this new leisure activity was received, the intensity of response generated by the games. As journalist Stefan Herrick writes, recounting the moment when “Space Invaders” arrived in his small town:

The invasion happened on a Friday afternoon in 1980. A van rolled up outside Snowdon's milk bar and takeaway in the main street of Takaka. The invader lurked in the back under a sheet.

[…]

The beast was wheeled into the shop and placed between Computer Breakout and the 10c Cascade. Off came the sheet. In went the plug. The invasion had begun.

The kids stopped licking [their icecreams] and stared. Instinctively, they knew this was something amazing and that the world would never be the same again. [2]

This arrival also marks the beginning of an everyday digital culture.

Given that most remaining arcades have been incorporated into larger retail premises (cinemas, shopping malls, theme parks), these photographs recall a moment when the arcade was a destination in its own right. Many photographs record the spatial layouts of early arcades, and the great breadth of
environments in which people played early games (including a rare shot of digital gaming in domestic space). Clearly, some arcades – or ‘Spacies parlours’ as they were more commonly known – were more salubrious than others. Of course, videogames were not only found in arcades, but also fish and chip shops and at swimming pools and dairies, as in Robin Morrison’s photograph of the Wellington Street Dairy, Freemans Bay. The images are significant in that they show how people played games and what they did in these spaces when they weren’t playing games. They remind us just how much of a spectator sport gaming was, in the 80s. They also attest to the fact that the transition from electro-mechanical to digital entertainments was neither neat nor immediate.

The imperatives of news photography require remarkable images, and so where news images are included in the exhibition, we might want to wonder at the role of press photographers and the degree to which they are actively arranging and inventing images (stand here, do this), and the degree to which they are documenting an existent social reality. These photographs offer a little bit of each (is it possible people actually held hands while playing “Space Invaders”, as in one Evening Post image?). Nevertheless, these archival news images are valuable historical references, particularly because of their placement. Published with informative titles, adjacent to current news stories, and reasonably contemporaneously, many provide a witty commentary on the ways in which gaming was so much more than a craze. Games were business, big business. They existed in a wider popular cultural field, which was both spectacular and everyday. Games served as a lightning rod for a range of anxieties. Gaming was a ‘scene’, with its own emergent culture and mores. And gaming was about skill, prowess, and virtuosic play.

These themes find a counterpoint in the photographs that focus on the people who visited the arcades. Some were regulars, like the people we see in Christopher Matthews’ photographs, taken in and around a single arcade, Christchurch’s infamous Doghouse. Matthews spent time getting to know his subjects, in the winter of 1978 (see Figure 1). By contrast, Ans Westra’s peripatetic eye and camera roam across numerous sites and environments. In many of her photographs we see groups of people whom we assume to be friends, simply ‘hanging out’ (see Figure 2). We see that girls and women were a presence in the arcade, congregating, playing, watching while their friends play, and gazing at things we can’t see (cf. Guins [1]).
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ABSTRACT
This project utilises interactive animation to create a new form of narrative media which is directly dependant on the participant. It deals with an idea that everyday discriminative behaviour we subtly partake in, affects minority groups negatively. It explores the idea of a caged animal in a zoo. The idea that we as a society put it there, and its characteristics and lifestyle are directly affected by our actions.

INTRODUCTION
Any form of discrimination tends to negatively affect the people it is aimed towards. It is the small things that build up within the mind of the victims of discrimination. I have used this idea to portray a character that has been negatively affected by discrimination. Within my research I further identified the everyday discriminative conduct that manifests itself within societies and how it may lead to possible dominance between groups.

Through research into racism, I have that discriminative behavior exists through a sense of fear. It is the fear of the unknown; we need to be taken outside our comfort zones. Racism manufactures itself through protecting oneself. Everyday racism displays the many forms in which we subliminally contribute towards a racist landscape.

“Behavior which is mundane, routine, and taken for granted tends to escape the notice of the more dramatic macro histories”

Keywords
Interactive, Animation, Experience, generation, live-feedback, discrimination

1.1 Project description
This project utilises interactive design and animation as a means to create a new form of narrative media which is directly dependant on the participant, and their participation within the characters environment. I explore the idea of a caged animal. The idea that we as a society put it there and its characteristics and lifestyle are changed by our actions.

- The main method and practice I have been working with is interactivity as an experience which dwells in the area of dealing with participants sensorial actions. Here the participant is a crucial part of the design and without his/her interaction no content is gained.
- Hiding sensors within the installation of the shack. Fulfilling an illusion of reality. Full immersion of participation.
- To evoke a sense of change, and question the audience’s ideals and beliefs.
- Present two sides to every story
1.2 Exhibition Description

The exhibition is set up as a life-size shack which allows participants to investigate and experience the alien’s lifestyle on an emotional level. Using computer processing and sensors I was able to create a history for the character as participants explore and interact within the alien’s environment. The character is affected by the way we treat it and with this his tolerance towards future participants is affected by previous participation.

CONCLUSION

A sense of ignorance and fear towards openly acknowledging diversity within society affects the way we deal with difference. I have displayed my exhibition piece through an interactive museum experience where the audience’s participation is paramount for the outcome of the message. By using processing technology I have created an experiential piece of work, which uses a game format to reveal a hidden history directly related to the character and the message about discriminative behavior.
Proudly held in New Zealand